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PREFACE

T

his monograph is both an intellectual map and a guide to action in
the new economic environment. It describes a new economy
founded onanew set of competitive standards that have transformed
organizations, economic cycles, jobs and skill requirements. This
mono~phisabouttherealeconomyoforganizations,peopleandtechnology,
not the statistical economy so often reported in second hand data. Overall
estimates on the movement of interest rates, trade and budget deficits, job
creation and other economic aggregates provide useful indices of our
economic progress but tell us little about what works on the job. The dizzy
heightsofstatisticalabstractionaretoofarremovedfromthedailyoperations
of the real economy to be of significant help to decision makers inside the
workplace. Our accustomed indices of economic change are incomplete
because they rely on information gathered from the outside looking in at the
real economy of organizations, technology and people. Moreover, they
inevitably emphasize the dead weight ofpastpractices more than the leading
edgeof economic events, encouraging unwarranted comfort with the pace of
our adaption to new realities.
The perspective taken here is decidedly different. It looks on the
emerging economic reality from ground level; inside the present economy
looking outward toward the future. The monograph guides the reader
through the new economy. The journey begins with an elaboration of
competitive standards in the new economy and leads on to an analysis of
organizational structures, economic life cycles, technologies, job designs
and skill requirements. It is intended as a map to orient economic decision
makers in the unfamiliar terrain and as a blueprint and a tool kit for
assembling strategies, technologies, organizational structures and skills
necessary to cope, survive, prosper and grow in the new economic context.
This is not the only discussion of the new economy. Yet it differs from
the others because it is comprehensive. Other discussions of the emerging
economic reality usually treat some aspect of the whole, emphasizing
changing competitive standards, organizations, product cycles, jobs or
skills. The analysis that follows integrates the various aspects of the new
conomy into a cohesive frame. Each aspect of the new economic reality is
discussed separately and with careful attention to the relationships between
each of the parts and the whole.
‘Ihe monograph begins by providing an overview of the new economy
and places America in it. The body ofthe monograph elaborates the separate
aspects of the new economy in live parts. Part I presents the competitive
standards that provide the cornerstone for the new economic reality. Part II
ofthe bookexplains theroleoftechnology,especiallyinformationtechnology
in the new economy. Part III explains how the orderly cycles of economic
change have been transformed in the new environment. Parts IV, V and VI
discuss the impact of new competitive standards, technologies and the
radical alteration in prwrss of economic change on organizations, jobs and
skills respectively.
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T

he sense that we are entering on a new economic order is widely
shared. The pages that follow are one more attempt to link thr past
and present economies to the next one. At this writing, the future
economic: o&r is prrceivrd only dimly. We know the traits of its
lineagebut havelittle knowledgeasto howthesetraits willrecombinrtofonn
a new organic whole. Prior attempts to name our economic future have not
worn well. Terms like “postindustrial economy” and “service economy”
oversimplify and point us toward an economy that will not work. We will not
survive by deindustrializing and “taking in each other’s wash” or becoming
a nation of hamburger flippen. Nor will our manufacturing industries
prosper without the support of complementary service and natural resources
capabilities. In short, at present naming our economic future is premature.
We do know that the future economy will be new, however, so the analysis
that follows refers to it simply as the “new economy.”
This monograph explains the new economy from the point of view of
people at work. Specifically, it examines the impact of changing competitive
standards, new technologies, and emerging organizational structures on jobs
and skill requirements in the American workplace. This information should
be useful to both individuals and institutions. It provides a context for
individuals to plan their careers. In addition, the analysis can help employers, educators, and governments adjust to new competitive requirements.
Any attempt to foretell the future runs the risk of confusing the
destination and the journey. Inevitably, the analysis that follows, to some
extent, confuses the processesof change with change itself. But the effort is
worthwhile if, by anticipating the general trajectory of current trends, we can
infhxnce the shape of things to come. At present, the new economy is still
aseriesofdiff~rmtpossihilitirscontingentonawidrvarietyofchoices.
Once
these choices have been made, the nation will be wedded to a dominant
con&ration of markets, strategies, organizational structures, job designs,
and skill utilization. This monograph is offered in the interest of informing
choices that will promote America’s competitiveness and expand oppwtunity for her citizenry.

Anthony Patrick Carnevale
Wahington, D.C., 1991

ABSTRACT

A

merica is adjusting to the competitive realities of a new economy.
The new economy is distinguished from the old economy by a new
set of competitive standards. In the old economy competitive
success was based almost exclusively on the ability to improve
productivity. In the new economy organizations and nations compete not
only on their ability to improve prociuctivity but on their ability to deliver
quality, variety, customization, convenience, and timeliness as well.
The shift from the old to the new economy results from the globalization
of wealth and competition and from the introduction of new flexible
technologies that allow the simultaneous pursuit of the full range of new
competitive standards on a global scale.
The new competitive standards and flexible technologies of the new
economy need to be housed in new kinds of organizations. Both large,
top-down hierarchies typical of manufacturing and smaller, isolated and
fragmented structures typical of services are being replaced by flexible
networks.
The new economy is creating a new structure ofjobs. Organizations are
using a mix of highly skilled but fewer production workers and more service
worken to meet new competitive standards.
The new economy also requires a more highly skilled workforce.
Workers’ skills nerd to be both broader and deeper especially at the point
of production, srlvice delivery, and at the interface with the customer in
order to meet new competitive standards and to complement flexible
organizational structures and technology.
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and trucks. As we enter the 199Os, marwfacturers identify nineteen
distinct market segments for can and eleven for trucks (Ingrassia and
Patterson, 1989).
. Consumer banking has expanded from six basic services in the mid1970s to more than one hundred today (Noyelle, 1989).
m Retail specialty chains like Toys R Us, The Gap, The Limited, Circuit
City,andEsprithavecutintothemarketsharesofmajordepartmentstores
by offering more specialty items. New specialty stores are emerging daily
foreverythingfromtelephonestoChristmasdecorations,
kites, and balloons.
n
Between 1979 and 1989, the number of items carried
on supermarket shelves rose from 12,ooO to 24,000
(Noyelle, 1989). The number of breakfast cereal brand
nameswentfrom 152 to271.Thenumberofsoup brand
names increased from 55 to 83.
The explosion in variety comes from the same forces
that have set the new quality standard. People can afford
variety. The fragmented global market demands it. New
flexible technologies allow variety at mass production
prices. The saturation ofdomestic and global markets also
encourages variety. Once large-scale markets for Standardized products mature, variety can be an effective way
to gain market share. This pattern is evident in the recent
histories of the retail banking, communications, chemicals, and steel industries.
In retail banking, institutions competed throughout the 1950s and
1960s on the basis of their ability to sell checking and savings accounts
through a growing network of branch offices. In the 195Os,only 20 percent
to 30 percent of American, German, and French families had checking or
savings accounts. As the 1980s approached, almost 90 percent of these
families had such accounts. Competitive pressures eventually expanded
banking services, revitalizing the competition and ultimately transforming
the banking business into the financial services industry (Noyelle, 198813).
In the 1950s al%os, the communications industry was the telephone
business. Saturated by the mid-197Os, this business escaped the declining
prospects of maturity by expanding products and sewices to include data
transmission and new communications services.
By the late 196Os,the chemical industry had matured. In addition, the
available technology had diffused throughout the world, greatly increasing
world capacity for chemical production. The net result was chronic
overcapacity. There were generally from 20 percent to 30 percent more
commodity chemicals available than anyone wanted to buy. Moreover, as
new capacity came on line, prices dropped faster than costs, a common
phenomenon in mature markets for basic commodities (Wei, 1989). In
response, the industry has gone through a worldwide restructuring,
deemphasizing commodity chemicals and diversifying into a greater variety
of more complex products produced in smaller quantities (Wei, 1989).
The same process has occurred in steel, resulting in a shift from large,
integrated pmducen to minimills and specialty steel pmducels. Growing
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combination with our postwar leadership in defense and space-related
research ensured that we would be fiet to develop most large-scale
innovations.
Since the end of World War II, the United States has been the global
leader at invention, but our relatively rigid mass production techniques and
organizational structures are holding us hack in the race to commercialize,
improve, and multiply the products of invention. Additional disadvantages
are our overly specialized human and machine capital and inattention to the
development of human capital and organizational learning at the point of
production and service delivery, and at the interface with the customer,
where inventions are turned mto commercial successes.
Evidence of our inability to beat the clock has hem accumulating for
some time. For instancen
Japanrsr auto manufacturen renew their desibms every four years,
whereas Americans attempt to make a basic design last up to ten years.
Because the Japanese auto makers develop and design faster, they
introduce a new line of products every seven years, but Americans wait
as long as fifteen yearn to turn over a basic prcduct line (Womack, 1989,
pp. 28-29).
. Dies, the metal molds that arc used to stamp or cut metal to specific
shapes, play a key role in changing automobile mcdrls. ‘Theability to set
new dies and to change dies in production quickly is critical to variety and
customization. It takes the auto maker in Japan :welve months to set new
dies, compared with twenty-three months in the United States(Dertouzos,
Lester, and Solow, 1989, p. 70). On the factory floor, die changes that can
take as long as eight to twenty-f&hours in American auto plants can take
as little as five minutes in Japaneseplants (Drrtouzos, Lester, and Solow,
1989, p. 19).
. In the steel industry, it takes four to five years to design and build a new
blast furnace in the United States,compared with three yrars in Japan and
two years in Korea (Dertouzos, Lester, and Solow, 1989, p. 15).
l
In the apparel industry, it takes most American institutions up tosixty-six
weeks to get from fiber to finished garment. Many European and Asian
companies reach the customer in twenty-three weeks, and at lemt one
Japanese manufacturer hopes to reduce the time to a few weeks (U.S.
Congress, 1988; Berger, 1989, pp. 53.62).
The nrwson American employers’ability tooutlvncomprtitors is not all
bad. Americans have led in all four of the competitive races in some
industries, such as aircraft, computers, and appliances, throughout the
postwar era. In addition, the United States boasts examples of speedy
institutions in every industry: Millikrn in textiles; WalMart in retail;
Motorola, Xerox, and Hewlitt Packard in high-tech manufacturing; and
Harley-Davidson in low-tech manufacturing. Even in industries where
whole companies are not model performers, there are always individual
plants, like NUMMl in auto manufacturing, that lead the pack.
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T

he new competitive standards are birds of a feathrr. That is, they are
mutually reinforcing and develop simultanrously. They are understood best as a framwork in which each standard makes sense only
in the context of thr others. Individual employen
who begin by rmphasizing onr of these standards usually
md up embracing them all because each standard overlaps
andleadson to thenext. In thefinalanalysis,thedistinction
among the standards is in part semantic. Each is integrally
connected to the others in a flexible and organic whole.

ROBUST PKODUCTIVITY
Productivity is pursued differmtly in the new rconomy
than in the old. In the organizations of thr old economy,
white-collar and trchnical elites increase productivity
principally by rationalizing organizations, mechanizing
work processes, and reducing personnel costs by using fewer or cheaper
employees. The essential goal of the productivity strategy is greater effciency-more output for less cost. The main target for cost cutting is
personnel costs, because they represent thr lion’s sham of costs in every
organization. By automating work processesand instituting rigorous organizational designs, employrrs in thr old economy use cheaper labor by
reducing skill requirements, and realize even more substantial savings by
reducing the size of the workforce.
The old-time religion of productivity with a sin&minded focus on cost
rrductiondoesnot work in thenew economy. Highly rationalized bureaucracies are too rigid to respond to thr fast paw of change that characterizes thr
new competitive environment. The organizations of the old economy hoard
authority and resources at the top. The presumption is that general access to
authority and resources will result in profligacy and waste. Yet, in the nw
economy, access to authority and rcsourcrs is required at the point of
production and service drlivmy and at thr interface with the customer if the
organization is to provide quality, variety, customization, convenience, and
timely innovations. Moreover, authority and accessto resources are required
down the line in order to encourage full utilization of the new flrxibl~
information and communications technologies at thr core of the nrw
economy.
Increasing productivity by reducing costs results in lean organizations,
“all-ow-purpose technologies, and unskilled workforcrs that are cheap but
too inflexible and anemic to rcspond to the new, broader set of competitive
requiremmts. Thr new economy requires organizations, technologies, and
workforces that are fl exl‘bl e and robust. In the old economy, organizations,
trchnologies, and workforces are targets for cost reduction-in thr new
economy, they are resources to be drvelopwl in order to add valur.
FLEXIBLE VOLUMES
A basic tenet of the mass production rconomy was that increased
standardization and higher volumes drove prices down, whereas greater
variety and lower volumrs drove prices up. One rule of thumb said that
cutting variety by half raised productivity by 30 percent and cut costs by
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A f&us on time increases productivity and saves money. In traditional
manufacturing, products are being worked on only 0.05 percent to 2.5
percent of the time. Tighter production systems can result in enormous
savings. For example1 A just-in-time production system installed at Hewlitt Packard resulted in
inventory reductions of more than 60 percent, reduced space requiremrntsmorethan30percent,andloweredlaborcostsmorethan20p~rcent
(Clausing, 1989, p. 32).
n
Harlry-Davidsonreducedthetimrittooktomakeamotorcyclefromthirty
days to three and cut production costs by more than 50 percent (Smith,
1987, p. 38).
. In 1982,Toyotacould manufacture a car in two days but required another
fifteen to twenty-five days to close a sale. The sales and distribution
function was consuming 20 to 30 percent of the cost to the customer, an
amount greater than the cost of manufacturing the car. By 1987, Toyota
had reduced the distribution time to nine days, with a commensurate
reduction in cost.
n
In the U.S. apparel industry, on average, it takes more than sixty-five
weeks to move from fiber to a finished product available to customers
(Berger, 1989; U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 239). The material is actually
being worked on for only fifteen of those weeks. One industly study found
that the snail’s pace of pmduction and delivery resulted in a 25 percent
increase m costs and losses:
- 6.4 percent in extra carrying costs to maintain inventory,
- 4.0 percent in losses because retailers did not have the product on
hand, and
- 14.6 percent in losses because of forced markdowns due to late arrivals (Berger, 1989, p. 63).
Somecompanies have been able to shorten response time to twenty-one
weeks, reducing the price of apparel by almost 13 percent (Berger, 1989, p.
62; U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 240). lndustly experts tend to agree that there
is no technical reason why response times cannot be reduced toa few weeks.
The quality standard has become the emblem of the new competitive
framework. Experience teaches that pursuing quality invariably improves
perfonnanceonahost ofcompetitive standards. Forinstance, thecustomer’s
view of quality certainly includes the convenient and timely availability of
a variety of state-of-the-art products and services tailored to the customer’s
needs. A high-quality car that works is a convenience to the customer. A
tailored suit provides both quality and customization. Quality tends to
improve as the state of the art advances in any line of goods or services. As
a result, quality and timely delivery of state-of-the-art products and services
are inseparable.
Most experts agree that the typical factory invests 20 percent to 25
percent of its operating budget in finding and fixing mistakes and another 5
percent of its budget doing recall work after mistakes have left the factory
gates (Port, 1987, p. 132; Allaire and Rickard, 1989, pp. 22, 25). The
experience of particular companies tends to verify the relationship between
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percent to 0.2 percent, and space requirements for inventory and
production were cut in half(Bailey, 198&z, p. 13). The big winner in the
reorganization is the customer, who gets shirts cheaper, faster, and with
fewer defects.
. The Aid Association for Lutherans replaced specialized functional
departments in its insurance services with teams responsible for providing full service to individual regions. As a result, personnel costs were cut
by 10 percent, and the overall number of cases handled increased by 10
percent. Overallproductivityincreased by20percent,andthetimeit took
toprocessacasewasreduc~dby75percent(Hoen; 1988,pp.a.72).The
Aid Association insurance customers got their insurance cheaper, faster,
and in packages customized for their individual needs.

q
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Tomakemattrrswt~rse,institutionalstructuresutili~etop-down
hierarchical
authoritytorrcombinrfragn~entedskillsandcomponentsintofinalproducts
and services. The net effect is the sublimation of the whole person at work,
a loss of human autonomy as technology advances, and a shift in the pace of
work from the natural and human rhythms of farm and craft to the artificial
cadence of the machine (Arendt, 1970; Piore and Sahel, 1984).
This titanic strug& with technology is most often and best expressed in
the arts. Science fiction provides the best listening post foreavesdroppingon
humanity’s hopes and fears for the role of technology in our future. For
instance, in the classic science fantasy ZUOl, a monolith sent by beneficent
aliens discovers promise in a prehistoric humanity. The device instmcts
Moonwatcher, an apelike human, in the uses of violence. The story flashes
foonuardto the modern day, when humans have subdued nature and built
powerful technologies. Because of the flammable mix of aggression and
technology, the world is on the verge of nuclear annihilation. At this point,
human evolution requires mastery of the machine and natural aggression.
The alien device reappears, the deus ex machina, and lures humanity into
space in hot pursuit. During the journey, a confrontation develops between
the protagonist, Dave, and the supercomputer, Hal. Dave pulls the
plug on Hal, narmwly winning the right to lead the evolution of earthly
intelligence into space. With the assistance of the extraterrestrials who sent
the monolith, Dave is reborn and returns to earth, destroying nuclear
satellites along the way, on a mission to end human aggression.

TheHappy
DialecttiC

A

second perspective, common among historians and political theorists, is equally fatalistic but more analytic and optimistic. This
perrprctive ascribes social and economic change to a combination
of technical, social, and economic factors. In highbrow versions of
this view, the interaction of these complex forces in a “dialectic” guarantees
“pmgress” and a happy ending.
According to this view, the interaction of technology, culture, economy,
andpolityultimatrly~~r~:rsaconvergenceofcultures, political systems,and
economies around the utilization of higher human capacities (Kerr, 1983).
Economics is the engine of cultural and political change, and technology is
the fuel. The sometimes nasty side effects of technical and economic
development are to be tolerated as the price ofprogress. In the usual scenario,
technoh)gypushesproductivecapacityandcreateswealth;risingwralthand
expanding markets in turn push technology foorward.The march of technical
invention automates repetitive tasks, ultimately leveraging the importance
of human knowledge at work while eliminating some jobs and deskilling
others along the way (Bell, 1983).
For proponents of this second view, the industrial economy is a way
station along the route to something better. The version of the future most
widely accepted in the United States is the notion of a coming postindustrial
era, a vaguely perceived economy in which human intellectual and social
skills will dominate technical capability. Economic possibilities will be
constrained only by human ingenuity, not by the limits of materials,
muscular power, dexterity, or memory (U.S. Congress, 198B, p. 3). In the
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postindustrial era, information-based technologies and other flexible machinery will supplant rigid mass production technology. The relationship
between people and technology will have come full circle from human
control to technical domination and back to human control again. Like the
artisan’s tools, the new flexible technologies will conform to the user,
extending his or her productive capacity and reasserting human control over
technology (Piore and S&l, 1984, p. 261). The technical aspects of making
things and performing services will be minor parlor tricks. Machines will
take on the more rigorous and mechanical aspects of skill, leaving penonnel
with more human labors. For most jobs, the priman, task will be interacting
with colleagues and customers, and the required &ills will be those needed
to imagine designs; tailor products and services to consumers’ diverse tastes
and needs; and teach, learn from, nurture (physically and psychologically),
amuse, and persuade other people.

Submissive
Technology

A

thirdvirwassigns technologyamorepassiverole, and tends toview
technical change as the consequence, not the cause, of social,
itical, and economic circumstances. Technology is neutral and
m&able, taking on shapes that mimx the culture and polity in
which it is embedded, and thereby extends the reach of broad cultural and
political forces into the workplace and into our private lives. Proponents of
this view put people in the driver’s seat. The issue, as they see it, is not the
car, but who gets to be the driver.
The notion of a submissive technology has found its greatest currency
among the various SC<:
t.s of leftist politics and economics and among some
sociological and anthmpological schools of thought that regard reality itself
as a social construct (Brrger and Luckmann, 1966). The view from the left
is that the shape of technology conforms to the inherent conflicts between
&SSeS. Principal among these class struggles is the conflict between
managers and workers over control of the means of production. According
to the Marxist interpretation of history, manages and technical elites
installed at the pinnacle oforganizational hierarchies assert their control by
designing jobs and technologies that minimize dependency on workers’
skills (Braverman, 1974). Workers resist the emplo~ers’attempts todegrade
laborintoahomogmrous~laisoflow-skilledmachlne
tenders.Thisconflict
results in a complex bargaining process, which in turn produces a hierarchy
ofjobs in which technical control and rewards at work are disproportionately
distributed towhite-collarandtechnical elites, while themass ofworkersare
relegated to the blue- and pink-collar proletariat. Moreover, according to the
leftistcritique,thisdistinction betweenpeoplewhousrtechnolo~yandthosr
who are abused by it reinforces the racial, gender, and other prejudices
characteristic of the larger society.
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Lxwrll, Massachussetts, and Saco, Maine (Gibbs, 1950). In New En&ml,
the subsequent shift from trapping, logging, and cottage industries tofwtory
work was a wrenching change that brought the social context of work from
the outdoors and the family hearth to the art&&l environs of town and
factory. ‘TheJapanese economy and culture made a sharp turn to the West
when Admiral Perry, President Fillmore’s emissary, arrived on a modern
warship bristling with cannon and carrying gifts of m&m revolvrrr: and a
small working locomotive (Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig, 1978).
TECHNICAL EVOLU~ON
Most technical change comes in relatively sma11bites in the process of
applying technical breakthroughs. Using and commercializing new trchnologies trigger a series of rvolutionaly changes and new applications that
repr~sentthelion’ssharroftechnicalprogress. Indrrd,majorhr~akthroughs
in technical knowledge usually result from the accumulation of incremental
innovationsin therealworld. Scirncrmayowemore tothesteamenginethan
the steam engine owes to science.
People who tend to virw technology as a revolutionxy force don’t ascribe
much economic importance to incremental technical change. They are less
interested in thr process of building a better buggy whip than in the
development of the automobile, which made the buggy whip a rn~lsemn
piece. Yet technical shocks are rare. Most technical change originates in
gradual intellectual, social, and economic processes, not revolutionary
flashes ofgenius. A close look almost always reveals that the achievements
of geniuses like Darwin, Freud. and Einstein are more synthesis combined
with timely and convincing presentation than unprecedented thinking
(Stromberg, 1975). What appex+ to be a fresh assault on the established
order is often, in fact, an internal collapse of an intellectual house of cards
under the wright of real-world contradictions that have awumulated over
long pr&ds of time and can be denied no longer. Even at the installation of
the new order, anomalies begin to accumulate as the new axioms are applied
outside the ivory bastions of pure thought, and the siege begins anew (Kuhw.
1970).
TECHNICAL PusHAND S~C~AL PULL
Ultimately, technology is one factor among many in the complex
evolutionary process of economic and social change. Technology is sometimes the catalytic agent that transforms elements in the social and economic
system and sometimes a by-product of change that begins elsewhere. For
instance, the dmmatic gmwth in agGultural invention resulted both from
technical changes and the complementary growth of urban populations who
nredrd to be fed. The nomadic hunters and gatherers were pushed off the
trail by new agricultural techniques that &wed people to settle down close
to crops and livestock. Tools, new methods, and machine technology
improved agricultural yields and pushed surplus labor into cities, creating
an industrial labor pool. At thr same time, new agricultural techniques were
pulledalongby thrcrrationofurl)anpopulations thatdependedonar~dc:ould
purchase fwm output.
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Some social and economic systems pull technical changes alongfasta
than others. Culture and religion in the eastem and southern hemispheres
have favored rigid social structures and the preservation of natural balances.
‘fhe result. until recently, has been a g~nrral technical passivity and rvrn
resistance to change in general and technical change in particular. By way
of contrast. Western cultures have exhibited biases in favor of change and
progress.These biases, in combination with capitalist economic systems that
provide enormous rewards for technical SUCCESSES
and substantial penalties
for falling behind, have been powerful engines for technical progress in the
Western world (Rosenberg and Birdsell, 1986).
The intricate connection between societies and technology is evident in
thrstoryofthe wheeLThe wheelappears t” have be:minvmtrdanonymously
in Sumrria in the Middlr East. The Sumrtians didn’t invent the wheel
overnight. They began in 1,500B.C. by using draft animals to haul sledges
on runners. The runnel~ eventually became rollers in the shape of solid
tubes, then rollers with the ends thickened to roll straighter, and finally
wheels attached to axles. Other civilizations in Europe and Asia did not
reinvent thrwheel,but borrowedthrid~:afromnneanothrr,fintlingthrwhrrl
useful to make money and war. With the help of merchants and wnqurrors,
the wheel arrived in what is mnv &cat Britain in about 500 B.C. In contrast,
the Incas invented the wheel independently but used it only to make toys and
cult objects. Apparently the long developmental process that begins with
animals h,‘3”1’1ng s1edges
. never “CC:“lx d 1” the Am&as. The Incas used
people f”r hauling. Indrrd. almost 3.ooO people died hauling one particular
stone, according to available chronicles (Adams, 1984, pp. 250-25.).
The evolution of the typewriter keyboard presents another interesting
case for studying the interaction of culture and technolog. In the early
devrlopmmt of the keyboard, technical push dominated social pull, but
lately, social conventions have proven more important than new technical
developments. The original typwritrr arrangrd keys in alphabetical or&r,
but the metal type pieces arranged in a circular baskrt under the caniagr
were pmnr to jamming at high typing sprrds. Sholrs so1vcdthe problrm by
movingthrtypingkrysthat~rrrmostfrequmtl~used
thrfurthestapartfmm
one another on the keyboard and in the basket of type pieces. The result was
thr“querty” keyboard, named afterthe toprowoflrtterr”n thrlrft-hand sidr
of the keyboard. Shales sold his typewriter t” the Remington gun wmpany
and therrst is history. Thrqwrrty keyboard still survivrsdrspitr the fart that
subsequent impmvemmts in word processing trchnolo&T make it “11.
necessary.The state-of-the-art kevboard is the Dvorak keyboard. developed
by Aubwst Dvorak at the Univeiity of Washington and patented in 19::)%.
This keyboard is designed to provide easiest access to the most used keys.
All vowels are in the home r”w of keys, and the location of krys favors thr
right hand slightly. Nunwmus studies drmonstratr this keyboard’s sup&
rrity, but the dead wright of convention and sunk intellectual and financial
costs in the qwrty keyboard impede acceptance.
In Asiacultureputsevenfcreaterdemandsonwortl processingtechnology.
The Chinese language includes thousands of characters. As a result, the
typical Hoang keyboard packs a mind-boggling S&X characters “n a frame
that is two feet by seventeen inches. The better Chinese typists can handle
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rlrvrn words a minute. Thr Chinrsr anxiously await v&r-activatrd
prwrssing.

word

JUNCTURES
OFCHOICE
Viewed retrospectively, the process of rconomic change and the role of
technology in that change always seem obvious. Social scientists amled with
historical evidence project past events into the present, and tmd to
encourage thr view that past and future arr joined along an inrvitablr
trajrctory. In reality, however, although there is an rlemrnt of inwitability
in rconomic and technical change, there is also an rlrment of choic-and
somrtimrs there is more ch’ace than at other times. Periodically, nrw
pussibilitirs or an impasse wi 11crratr a juncture of choicr, which brcomes
the focus of tremrndous social and technical energy. Uncertainty arises and
increases risk and potential raw& for risk takrrs; new trails are blazed.
Eventually, one pathway becomes the beaten track while otherj become
overgrown or less traveled. Thereafter, the track narrows as the chosen
couneisreconciledwithotheraspectsofthesocialandeconomiclandscape.
Currently, we are at a wide place in the path of technical progress,
awaiting choices that will narrow the track of economic and social change.
During periods like this one, real and imagined changes can be disruptive
and painful. lf history is any guide, however, WBare unlikely to rxprrirncr
any more disruption than WCcan handle. Thrrr appears to br a varirty of
forces that countrrbalancr the possibilitirs for runaway technical change.
IMPEDIMENTS TO TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Tlreoryinto Practice. The interplay between theory and practicr is onr
factor that sets a deliberate pace for technical change. The state of the
technical ~II is almost always ahead of the technical practice because thrrr
is an inevitable hiatus between the acceptance of new ideas and their
mlbodiment in new technology. In addition, thrre is usually a considrrablr
amount of tinkering brforr swnronr is pax:ilrd in alongsidr a working
invmtion by patmt o&r clerks and historians. Our hrroic view of history
encourages us to forget the tinkering. When a workable invention finally
arrives, the bouquets go to the people who happen to be upstage for the
curtain calls. Their names become part of the cultural lore to br forwer
chanted like mantras by American school children. The Wright brothen: are
“Iirst in flight” everywhere but in Connecticut, where the legislature has
decreed that Gustav Whitehead made the Iirst flight at Bridgeport in 1901,
a yrar brforr thr Wright bmthrrs flight at Kitty Hawk in North Carolina.
TireDeadWeight of History.Once inwntrd, nw twhnologies are not
immediately adoptrd. Fear, suprrstition, vested interest, and instability give
thepastandpraent apowwh~l holdon thefuture.Therearemanyexamples.
At the turn of thr twentieth century, more than fifty years after the first
automobile was introduced in England, Parliament still required that speeds
not exceedtwo miles per hour in the city and that each car be preceded by
a man on fwt canying a red flag. Cast-iron plows wcr.zavailablr in 18.37but
were not used widely for more than forty years them&r because farmers
b&wed iron plows would poison thr soil. In the early days of the railroad,
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stagecoach companies persuaded local authorities to stop locomotives at the
edges of New York. Philadrlphia, and Baltimore, so that each railw~ayc:ar
could be pulled to its final destination by a tram of no less than four horses
(I.irbrrgott. 1984, p. 172).

SunkCostsBoth the economic and the intrllrctual investment in current
technology and its accompanying infrastructure can impede technical
change (HayesandGarvin, 1982). Forexample, thrshiftfromwatrrtostram
energy was accomplished rather easily because changing the source of
power had little impact on other prod&on facton. The shift was relatively
inrxprnsive and didn’t require major changes in technologies or work
prwesses, jobs, and skills. Water and steam energy depended on the same
system of drive shafts and gears to transmit power to the same factory
machines and workers.
In contrast, when an rlectrical uwrgy
, , supply became available in 1860,
existing factories whereheavily invested in waterorsteam and their machine
and hurnancomplements. Electrical rnerhy hadgreat advantages.Electricity
was cheaper to use than water or steam and kept getting cheaper; costs per
kilowatt-hour declined by 400 percent between 1880 and 1930. The new
enagy source was portable, allowing employers to locate closr to customers,
raw materials, or suppliers instead of near the fast-moving water necessary
forwaterorsteam power. The new powersource also allowrd arnorrrfficirnt
factory layout. The layout in w~atrr-or steam-powered factories was driven
by the mechanical transmission systems and the nerd to locate machines in
a straight line, with those that required the most energy closest to the power
source. In factories using rlrctricity, each machine could be powered by its
own electric motor or be wired to a central energy source with no loss of
oprratingpowerregardlrss ofplacement or distance from the energy source.
And, most important, the new electrical energy greatly increased the speed
and power of machinery: The steam and water mechanical transmission
systems lost power with distance from the energy source and couldn’t
approach the peak pwer levels possible with electrical current. With
increased speed and pwwr, machines could take on new tasks and be used
more productively.
Drspitrthrfact thatelectricalpowerhadmadrwatrrandst~an~obsolete
by 1880, the use of steam did not peak until 1910 (Rosenberg and Birdsell,
1986, p. 214). In 1890, only 4 percent of American employers and 3 percent
of American homrs used electricity, and in 1910, the corresponding figures
were still only 19 percent and 15 percent. By 1920,50 percent of employers
and 35 percent of homes had joined the electrical energy age. But even as
late as 1930, only 78 percent of employers and 68 prrcmt of homes were
using electricity (Liebergott, 1984, p. 352).
Sound but shortsighted business practiceswere astumblingblock to the
expanded use of electrical energy. Cost accounting told the employerr of the
last century that the cost of a new power system and its accompanying
infrastructure was substantially more than the cost of using the obsolete
power source. Standard accounting has changed little since the nineteenth
century. The balance sheet rarelv reflects the long-term cost of not switching
to a new technology, the comp&tive position ofthr institution in the distant
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future should the competition adopt the new technology, or the barely
measurable potential benefits that will eventually accrue upstream and
downstream from the technical change.
The inability to swallow the sunken cost in a current technology and its
accompanying infrastructure is a per&tent cause of the competitive edge
lost to those who xe willing to push technical fmntiers in mature industries.
Established technology and supporting infmstructure are especially vulnerable to the competitors who are least invested in the status quo. For
example, Am&can manufacturing lost its competitive position to foreign
companies that moved to leverage small technical niches into major market
shares. German companies, invested in a labor force strong in the crafts and
mechanical arts, ultimately lost share to “then whose workforce was better
abletoadapt totheshift toflexiblecomputer-basedautomation,whichrelied
more on the technician than the mechanically skilled craft worker (Ergas,
1987).

Fai/uresof/magiriafio~.Often
the inability or unwillingness to discern the
potential benefits of a new technology is due more to a failure of imagination
and nerve than to an overreliance on the arithmetic of cost accounting. Most
new technologies are used initially to substitute for the technologies they
displace. Subsequent changes in the immediate family of compatible
technologies and the accompanying infrastructure of the workplace occur
incrementally, following the path of least resistance. Thus, in many cases,
electricity was used to power the old belts, pulleys, and gear transmission
systems that connected water and steam to machines and workers. In a more
modem case, flexible manufacturing machinery is sold as a substitute for
skilledlaborandusedwithitsflexiblecontrols“l~krd”(Adler,
1988). Also,
high-powered personal computers (PCs) are used as typewriters in the off&
and to store grocery lists at home.
TheLack of COmprerner&wJ&S Once the decision to invest in an
invention has been made, a compatible family of technologies is usually
required to realize the full potential of the invention. The stereo needs
compatible speakers. The automated work station requires further automationupstreamanddownstreamintheworkflowinordertofeedandconsume
the increased productivity. In most cases, infrastructure even beyond then
immediate family of accompanying technologies is required. For instance,
before the Model T could be produced successfully for mass consumption,
Henry Ford needed a labor force with the skills and organization to produce
thecar,apoolofconsumerswithenoughmoneyandcr~dittobuyit,androads
for it to ride on.
Choices as to how to combine people and technology at work are limited
by the capabilities of available technologies and the energy sources that
power them. Ancient kings could have afforded jet planes but couldn’t have
them. One assumes the preindustrial citizenry would have welcomed highquality goods at low prices, but nuss production was impossible without
waterpower, steam, or electricity and certain advances in the mechanical
and eventually electromechanical arts. Who wouldn’t want products and
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services that meet the standards ofthe new economy? But these products and
services were not possible until flexible, information-based technologies
came along in the latter quarter of the twentieth century.
To some extent, the history of economic systems is the histoly of
technical capability. Each economic era has been limited by the technical
state of the art. In the primitive era of hunting and gathering, energy came
in the form ofraw muscular power. Eventually, levers, wheels, and primitive
implementsandwraponsmultiplirdmuscularpower.Intheageo~f~culturr
and craft production, animal power as well as wind and water enerb~ were
harnessed to drive mechanical technologies in fanning. Production and
service technologies came in the form of general-purpose tools that augmented and extended human skill. The characteristic technologies of the
preindustrial eras were incapable of producing high volumes at low prices.
As a result, neither natural resources extracted from the earth nor man&ctured goods were generally available, severely limiting the material wealth
available to the average person.
In the industrial era, people harnessedwind, water, and then steam and
electricity to drive increasingly powerful and fast machinery producing ever
higher volumes ofextracted resources, manufactured goods, and services at
consistently declining prices. When industrial technology is introduced, it
tends to spread. Once a work station is mechanized, productivity increases,
forcing mechanization upstream and downstream in order to provide a
sufficient volume of feedstock and handle output. The mechanization
prwess ebbs, however, when it confronts jobs and responsibilities that are
difficult to reduce into elementary repetitive tasks for mechanization.
Products and services produced in small quantities and service functions
both within and outside manufacturing have stymied mechanization, for
example. Also, within manufacturing and extractivr industries, relatively
unskilled machine tenders have had to be complrmmted by more highly
skilled craft, white-collar, and technical elites who make the machines,
manage the production process, and provide specialized staff services like
installation and repair.
Both human and machine capital in the mass production system are
relatively inflexible and not easily shifted to alternative uses without
incurring prohibitive costs for retraining, capital, and reduced productivity
due to downtime. This inflexibility eventually became the system’s tragic:
flaw and ultimate technical limitation, when, in the early postwar decades,
consumers began to demand quality, variety, customization, convenience,
and timeliness at mass production prices. New computer-lxxx1 technologies are now bringing us into the new economy by increasing flexibility so the
standards of the craft economy and of the mass production economy can he
met at the same time.
Indeed, the computer is the seminal technology of the new economy
because of its intrinsic malleability. Almost every other technology is
significant only for doing something better than some previous technology
(Blackbum, Cmmbs, and Green, 1985, pp. 13-21; Piore and Sahel, 19&1,
U.S.Congress, 1988,~~. 15.18;BailryandNoyelle, 1988,pp. l-3).Thrnrw
communications technology,forinstancr,substitut~:ssatellitesforcableand
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can transmit information as well as voice. Biotechnology makes what used
to be grown. Laser technology cuts finer and faster than previous tools.
The capabilities of the new information technology take us where we
havenevergonr before. Computersextend the penrtrationoftrchnology into
human endeavor, ultimately expanding both the technical and the human
domains. In manufacturing, computers: give us more control over the
transformation and movement of material. Also, they have the potential to
break down barriersbetween technologyand servicefunctions. By automating
paper shuffling, a major work responsibility for clerical workers and
managers,whomakeupalmostathirdoftheworkforre,computerscaneffect
major productivity improvements that until now seemed impervious to
technical penetration (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 16). The new information
technology also breaks the iron link between rigidity and efficiency. Mass
production technology had to be scrapped or reconfigured to do a new job,
but with flexible software, a product or service can be modified quickly at
little added cost.
The new information technology also increases the value of its attendant
human capital by allowing a fuller utilization of human capacities. Mass
productionmachinelyhadari~dstlucturr
towhichworkers had toconform,
but user-friendly software adapts to employees’ talents and work styles (U.S.
Congress,1988,~. 10; Bailyand Noyelle, 1988). Information technology can
also improve the contributions of an organization and its work groups by
linking individuals and work teams within the organization as well as by
linking the organization with external suppliers, customers, and clients.
Information links can improve the performance and market sensitivity of
entire networks, sometimes with unforeseen consequences, as in the case of
the stcck market crash of October 1987.
Evidencesu~cstingthrcentralityoftechnicalflexibilityinourprogrrss
toward the new economy is abundant. One important piece ofevidence is the
rapid penetration of information-based technology: Investments in this
technology now absorb more than40 percent of all investments in new plants
and equipment, compared with 20 percent in 1980 and 6 percent in 19.50.
In 1987, factory shipments were valued at $48 billion for computers, $18
billion for srmiconductorr, and $6 b’ll’
:
1 Ion for top&.
In the same year,
commercial software on the market was worth $320 billion and software
developed by employer institutions for their own use was worth $200 billion
(Clausing, 1989).
Two-thirds ofthe recent investment in information technology has gone
to improve service functions. raising capital-to-labor ratios in services to the
level of the ratios in manufacturing (U.S. Congress, 1988, pp. 152.153;
Vernon, 1987, pp. 123-124). The micrcromputrr is a principal investment.
One study showed that there were about nineteen employees for every
computer.in the American workplace in 1985 (Hinchhom, 1988). Another
study showed that about 12.5 percent of American workers used computers
on the job in 1984 (Goldstein and Fraser, 1985).
The pivotal role of technical flexibility in the emerging economy is also
evident iti attempts to reconfigure technologies that are not computrrbasrd
in order to make them more flexible (Bailey, 1988c; Piore and Sahel, 1984,
pp. 261.262). Experimentation with technical layout is an example. In the
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mass production system, technology and people in manufacturing, extractive, and service industries tend to be grouped on the basis of process or
function. For example, there are drilling, stamping, and typing pools.
Increasingly, however, machines are being grouped in families and used by
broadly skilled employee teams capable of turning out final products and
services. This new arrangement is intended to provide better service,
facilitate customizing production mns, and provide fast turnaround
(Blackbum, Coombs, and Green, 1985).
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processes, technologies, job design, and skills are perfected, and become
morefocusetlandspecializrtitomatch refinementsin theoriginal innovation.
Thescaleofproduc:tionorsrnricrdelivrlyinc:reases.Con~petitiveadvantage
lies with organizations that can capture incremental improvements in the
original innovation most effectively. The capacity for continuous learning is
especially critical down the line where the product is made, the service
delivered, and the customer served.
MAWKIT’Y
This phase of the economic cycle is characterized by the emergence of
a dominant design and use for the original innovation (Utterback, 1987). The
product orservicebegins totakeonthecharac~teristicsofabasic commodity,
and the experimental quality of the earlier phaes begins to wane. The
dominant design allows increasing scale and lower costs for production and
delively. Iower costs expand markets rapidly. In turn, the emergence of a
dominant design and expanding markets substantially reduce the risks of
adoptingthe innovation and accelerate its dissemination. Competition shifts
from innovation to price and marginal differences in quality, variety,
convenience, and service. Advertising and s&s becomes more important
than research and development (R&D) or marketing. Job design, skill
requirements, work processes,and machine capital become more s&e and
predict&z. Ultimately, the competitive benefits from the innovation are
captured. Institutionscompeteforsrnallerandsn~allerincreases indemand,
and markets stabilize or become saturated.
BREAKTHROUGH
In the mature phase of thr life of an organization, the flow of incremental
innovations slows to a trickle. Th e original innovation is generally availablr
and highly relined. Breaking through to a new cycle of improvements is
diflicult for a variety of reasons: Mature innovations do not improve rapidly.
The central ideas that founded them are usually spent. As a result, the
economic returns to further innovation along the same intellectual lines
decline. Incremental innovations do not pmmise substantial increases in
markets, yet tend to require substantial costs because a change in one pxt
ofthe production and service delivery system usually requires other changes
elsewhere. Consequently, sunk costs tend to make incremental changes
more costly than they are wotih by themselves in the short haul.
Inmaturen~arkets,l~reakthrough:hsareespeciallydiff~ficultforestablished
institutions because of their sunk costs in the status quo (Lehnerd, 1987).
Such organizations can make breakthroughs only if they are willing tc+
n
risk resources on innovation despite low returns in the short term;
n
incur the high costs of replacing expensive human and machine capital;
and
n
maintain organizational formats, work processes,and workers cap&le of
generating innovations after markets have matured.
In contrast, new institutions do not have to carry sunk costs or the costs
of changes to capture incremental innovations and are therefore often the
source of breakthroughs.
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he structure of economic life cycles and associated skill requirements are not the same in the new economy as in the past. Lie cycles
used to be predictable. They followed a consistrnt sequence of
phases from birth to growth, maturity, and eventually stability and
decline: (Flynn, 1989, pp. 9-23; Guile and Brooks, 1987, pp. 12-14). In
addition, the life cycles of technologies, products, work processes, and
organizations tended to be simultaneous, interrelated, and roughly consistent. Young organizations, for instance, sold~widely varying products and
srrvicrs in markets where relative shares were still unstable. Technologies
and work piwzsses were varir d and rxprrimmtal. Mature organization
tended to utilize highly evolved and standardized technologies and work
processes to pmduce fairly standardized products and services in stable
markets.
The traditional view of the economic cycle is that it is an inexorable
ratchet that progxssivrly deskills work, combining ever more specialized
humanandmachineresour~eswithTaylorist workprocessesandhier~~hical
organizations to produce cheaper outputs in greater quantity (Bravennan,
1974,E’lynn, 198Y).Economiccyclrsin theneweconomyoperatedifferently,
however. They are more open-ended, less sequential, and generally less
orderly. For example, today’s global institutions leapfrog the initial developmental phases of the economic life cycle. They borrow innovations and
compete on the hasis of the ability to exploit them, focusing efforts on the
latterpha,sesofthr economic cycle, when most ofthr money is made (Ergas,
1987). Also, in the mature cycle phases, competitors have been able to
challenge established institutions with high sunk investments by entering
niche markets and adopting incremrntal improvements in available technologies. Often, established institutions in mature markets are vulnerable
because they have overly ration&cd their technologies, workforces, and
work processes to the point of losing all flexibility and becoming incapable
of recognizing or adopting incremental innovations or making major
breakthroughs. It is difficult for these institutions to maintain the flexibility
necessary to stay ahrrast of change (Dertouzos, I&w, and Solow, 1989;
LRhnerd, 1987).
In the new economy, the nerd to make improvements continuously and
quickly makesflexibilityofworkrrs and organizations essential in all phases
of the economic cycle and at all lrvrls of the organization. In the classic
economic cycle, there is a tendency to require flexibility only from senior,
white-collar, and technical personnel and only in the initial, innovative
phase of the economic cycle. In successive stagesofthr cycle, the ratchet of
specialization tightens to reduce costs and increase the scale of identical
outputs. In thrnrwrconomy, however, it is becomingclearthat alahorforw
segmented into broadly skilled elites and narrowly skilled nonsupervisory
employers and a top-down organizational hierarchy can result in costly
delays in installing innovations, improving them incrementally, developing
nrw applications for original ideas. and capturing and using learning to
encourage breakthroughs.
Economic cycles also seem to be speeding up. As mass markets have
expanded, competition has become more global and intense. As a result, the
cycle times have shortened, and employers at all levels need deep and broad
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skills and a reserve skill capacity beyond the requirements in their current
jobs to handle the new challenges that come with accelerating economic
change (Ford, 1989). The lean, narmwly skilled organization is unlikely to
have the flexible resources to manage change.
The growing importance of continuous innovation in the new economy
is another novel factor that increases skill requirements and demands flatter
and more flexible organizations and broadly skilled employees. In the
traditional economic cycle, innovation is a heroic process easily tracked by
economic statistics and patent applications. Innovations are generated by
white-collar and technical elites, who then design and install specialized
machinery and narrowly skilled jobs to exploit these innovations. In the
intensifiedcompetitioncharacteristicoftheneweconomy,however,inventing
and installing major innovations is only the tip of the iceberg of change.
Incremental improvement, a process of continuous learning invisible to
conventionalindicesofeconomicchange,hasassumedagrowingcompetitive
importance.Moreover,theprocessofcontinuousleaminginvolvesthewhole
organization, not just white-collar and technical elites. In the new economy,
learning occurs from the bottom up as well as the top down, often in the
process of making the product, delivering the service, or interacting with the
customer. The competitive emphasis on incremental innovation has turned
on its head the traditional hemic view of innovation in the economic cycle.
The later phases of the cycle and innovative contributions down the line in
the organizational hierarchy have increased in importance (Ergas, 1987;
Gomory and Schmitt, 1988).
The traditional model has been altered further as markets and organzations have become more complex. Thus far, many enterprises have
responded to the new complexity by subdividing institutions into a variety
of establishments with work processes, workforces, technologies, and
products focused at different stages of the product cycle (U.S. Congress,
1988). Ultimately, however,iftheintensityofcompetitioncontinuestogrow,
the traditional cycle will foreshorten until it telescopes into a single phase.
The human, machine, and organizational capacities associated with each
stage of the traditional economic cycle will be required simultaneously.
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fragmentation requires more authority and carefully drsigned work rules in
order to integrate and balance the production or service delivery process. In
its external relationships, the organization attempts to control customers in
order to ensure demand and to control suppliers by establishing legal
relationships and encouraging competition. Governments are regarded as
potential sources of cost and destabilization through regulation and economic policy, so the organization attempts to blunt governmental influence
through political action.
ass production techniques do not easily translate to all kinds of
Services,
work structures. Even within manufacturing, it is impossible to
Independent
standardize the work of white-collar and technical elites and to
rationalizetheworkoftradeandcraftworkersdowntheline.Craft
Crafts,and M
work outside manufacturing, especially in the construction trade, has highly
ProfesSions fragmented
operations. The entrepreneurial small business sector also
seems impervious to increasing scale and productivity, and the professions,
such as law and medicine, operate as isolated small businesses with minimal attachment to larger organizations.
One primary reason for the limited extension of mass
production technologies and methods in the crafts and
professions is that there is a large element of service in each
ofthese kinds ofwork. Service work hasbeen resistant to the
mass production model because it is di&ult to fragment
service delivery into standardized components. Almost
every crafted product, professional interaction, and service
interaction is different.
Generally, work in services, crafts, and professions is
less repetitive than work in mass production. Typically,
workers are more broadly assignedand skilled. Pay is based
more on skill and certification. The work is not standardized, and it is therefore difficult to produce high volumes at
low prices using mass production technologies. The advantagesof scale are
more difficult to attain, so war k outside mass production tends to br
organized in smaller institutions that produce smaller volumes of goods and
services in local, rather th,an national or international, markets. Moreover,
although there have been technical advances in service functions in the form
ofjob aids, service delivery has been resistant to mechanization. The craft
worker, professional, or service worker tends to use tools and job aids to
deliver a variable good or service; this work is rarely dominated by
technology.
Someprogresshas beenmadeinimprovingproductivityinthecrafts,the
professions,andservicedelivery byutilizingmassproductionorganizational
formats, careful job designs, and technical job aids. Large-scale organizations, typing pools, typewiten, copiers, and other innovations have allowrd
the service sector to squeeze some economies of scale.
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ass production organizations have their virtues: mobilizing capiOrganizing
tal, conducting research and development, and realizing
the New
economies of scale. Even so, these organizations often provide
shoddy quality and are too rigid to offer quality, variety,
Economy:
customization,
convenience, and timely innovations. The fragmented orgaTheShiftto nization of professional
and service work also has its virtues. It focuses on
Netwoti quality, tailoring, and face-to-face
customer service. Yet this fragmented

structure operates without the benefit ofscale; productivity
is low, prices are relatively high, capital is unavailable for
state-of-the-art improvements, and individual organizations are too isolated to deliver consistent quality.
In the new economy, the top-down industry behemoths
and the fragmented service organizations are giving way to
new work stmctures that meld the strengths of prior economic formats and add some new twists. The work structures of the new economy are attempting to meet the
standards of both mass production and craft, se&x, and
professional work. Flexibility is becomingthedrivingforce.
The volume of products or services may be high or low, and
the geographic reach of the organizations in the new
economy expands and contracts to serve local, national, and global markets.
As the new economy emerges, work structures are converging on a
common institutional format of interdependent networks of people, work
teams, and organizations. Mass production institutions are turning to
networks to transform their top-down rigidity into more flexible organizational formats; service and craft institutions find themselves using networks
to foster greater integmtion and the benefits of scale.
Network structures grow from within and eventually extend past the
boundaries of traditional organizational structures. Inside organizations,
individuals become members of work teams. Work teams, the smallest
networks, are the basic building blocks of larger networks.
Whole organizations become networks of working trams. In turn, every
organization is a member of a network made up of other organizations that
are its supplierj, customers, regulators, and financial backers. The rubber,
steel, plastics, and electronics industries depend on auto sales. The banker
depends on the health of the industries in the bank’s portfolio.
The interdependence of economic institutions is not news. The news in
the new economy is the gowing importance of effective networks. Organizations no longer compete as single institutions but as members of competitivenetworks.Globalcompetitionandtheex~~ansionof~:on~prtitive:tandards
demand stronger organizational linkages, and new communications and
information technologies allow organizations to connect with one another
and with their customers easily. A s a result, organizational relationships in
every industry are becoming more interdependent and complex.
The networks that provide final goods and services in the American
economy are displayed in Table 6, which shows that most of what we buy
requires a mix of natural resources, manufacturing, and services before it
becomes a final good or service. Only 15 cents of a dollar spent on food goes
to the fanner, but 26 cents goes to manufacturing institutions that prepare
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In the new economy, each industry network is evolving toward a
distinctive organizational mix oflarge and small institutions. There is noone
size that fits all, but some typical patterns of change are discernible:
. g/igarchs.In some sectorj, relatively few firms with tightly controlled
subsidiaries dominate. The domination of the American automobile
indust? hy General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler is a case in point. The
domestlc giants control an extensive network of supplien. Traditionally,
suppliers and dealers were loosely connected to auto producers and
forced to compete for business. The new trend, however, is a loosening of
top-down control inside organizations, with integration of suppliem and
dealers into production networks.
n
Federatiors. Federations are large enterprises that traditionally do their
business through a network ofautonomous organizations, branch offices,
or franchises. In the interest of capturing economies of scale and
developing a greater variety of state-of-the-at products and services,
federations in the new economy are using new information and communications technology to provide stronger integration. Banking and franchisingarrg(KHiexamples.Centraloperationsprovideeconomiesofscale
in product drvelopment,financialservices, purchasesofmachinecapital
and other resources from supplie:rs, training and staff services, and
information systems maintenance.
n
Families.Anothrrtraditionalpattemisanetworkdominatedbyalargefirm
that provides an economic umbrella for a large family of suppliers whose
products and services bear the unmistakable stamp of the dominant
company. IBM and parts of the Bell system are typical of this particular
model. IBM has set de facto standards in software and peripheral
hardware for some time. As the new economy emerges, these kinds of
networks appear to be becoming more integrated. The relationship
between the umbrella organization and suppliers of peripheral products
and services is becoming more explicit. The participation of IBM and
other high-tech industry leaden in Sematech demonstrates they realize
the mutual dependency between small computer chip makers, independent software developers, peripheral manufacturers, and service firms on
the one hand and the industry giants on the other.
. Loners.Some secton of the American economy have been dominated by
highly isolated institutions producing the same or similar products in
relatively small-scale organizational settings. In the past, these sectors
have operated almost entirely without the benefits of scale or integration.
Classroom education, small- SL3l e f arming, health care, and home construction are casesin point. As the new economy emerges,the institutions
in these sectors are likely to become larger and develop more closely
integrated networks. For instance, the market share of builders with
volumes greater than 100 houses per year grew from less than 7 percent
in 1959 to 67 percent in 1986. And health care agencies facing cost and
regulatory pressures are sorting out institutional roles according to cost
advantages. Outpatient clinics handle a greater share of noncritical care
than hospitals, which are concentrating on critical and intensive care.
Nursing homes and hospices are focusing on longer term residential care
not requiring critical services.
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Enhepreneurs.Another typical institutional category includes autonomous, relatively small firms and self-employed entrepreneum The hightech firms of Silicon Valley and Boston’s Route 128 are typical of the
former; artists, craftsmen, accountants, consultants, lawyen, and doctors
aretypicaloftheself-employed.Intheneweconomy,theseentreprene:urial
institutions are seeking the benefits of integration and scale by forming
information networks and trade and professional associations, and by
joining larger enterprises through purchase or hire. One result has been
asteadydeclineinself-employment.Theself-employe:dfo~edalmost20
percent of the workforce in 1950 but only 7 percent in 1986 (U.S.
Congress, 1988, p. 184).

T

here is paradox and ambiguity in the operation ofthe networks of the
new economy. These networks simultaneously encourage both
integration and autonomy of individuals, work teams, and organizations. Networks are an attempt to have it both ways: They areformed
forcompetitivepurposes, but cannot operateeffectively without cooperation.
By integrating subunits, they enjoy the productivity and resources that come
with large-scale delivery. By maintaining autonomy for network members,
they allow for the variety, customization, and quality that come with
decentralized, more focused production and service delivery. In the final
analysis, the success of networks inside and outside organizations depends
on the ability to find a balance among competing organizational virtues.
BALANCING ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRA’I’ION AND AUTONOMY
There is a long-standing tension in organizations between the need to
integrate and focus rmployees’efforts on strategic goals and the competing
desire to allow employees soflicient autonomy to make their full contributions to the work effort. Ifthe efforts ofemployers are not focused on strategic
goals, organizational efforts will disintegrate into a cacophony of wasted
energy. At the same time, employees need discretionary authority to make
eficiency and quality improvements and flexibility to pmvidr good customer service.
Mass production hierarchies and the organizations typical in crafts,
professions, services, and small businessesface different challenges as they
move to balance organizational integration and employee autonomy. The
mass pmduction hiemrchies, which are already tightly intrbmted, need to
emphasize reforms that promote decentralization and employee discretion
down the line. Moreover, as these hirrarchies give way to decentralized
authority, mass production organizations need to find cohesion through
integrative forces other than top-down authority and rigid work rules. In
contrast, the decentralized craft, professional, service, and small business
work structures, which tend toward autonomy, need to emphasize greater
integmtion in order to improve performance.
In large massproduction organizations, the attempt to balance hirrarc:hy
and autonomy has led to a common organizational response: a flatter, more
decentralized organizational structure that drives autonomy down the line.
The relative autonomy of subunits in the organizational network encourages
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flexibility to help meet competitive standards and exploit new flexible
technologies fully. These subunits ae integrated by new communications
and information technologies, mutually weed upon values and commitments, new leadership and communications roles for managers, and outcome standards for work.
Managers in large organizations of the new economy relinquish control
ofwork processesto work teams and instead provide organizational integration through leadership and monitoring of outcomes. They also act as
listening posts, communicating strategic information down the line and new
organizational learning up the line. Managers are responsible for communicating standards and measuring results; when work teams do not meet
outcome standards, managersintervene to provide assistance and direction
as necessary.
In the networks emerging in pmfessional, service, and craft work,
technology is a prime mover in the attempt to achieve greater cohesion.
Flexible information-based technologies are capable of automating once
impenetrablesenriceandcraftfunctions,andartificialintelligencepromises
even more possibilities for automation. Performance and pricing standards
xe emerging in diverse professional and service functions from health care
to education.
The isolation of crafts, professions, services, and small businesses is
already givingway. Small retail outlets are being integrated into networks by
their supplien. Franchises and chains are substituting for mom-and-pop
operations. Physicians work in health maintenance organizations and other
forms of organized practice. Architects, engineerr, and management consultants work as employees in business service firms. Increasingly, housing
is manufactured indoors in modules rather than built entirely outside by
construction crews one house at a time.
BALANCING SCALE, SCOPE, AND FOCUS
The organizations of the new economy require the ability to produce
large-scale nms of standardized goods and services for national and global
marketsaswellassmall_ cr vo1umrs f or I ocal markets. In addition, organizationsmust beabletofocusonindividualpmductsorservices
inordertomeet
state-of-the-art quality and efficiency standards. Organizations also need to
expand the scope oftheirofferings in orderto provide variety and customized
products and services to satisfy increasingly diverse demands.
The ability of organizations to balance scale, scope, and focus depends
ontheirflexihility. With flexible technologies,especiallyinformation-based
technologies, matched to flexible organizations and workers, small volumes
of output, variety, and customization add relatively little to price.
One way an organization can achieve scale, scope, and focus simultaneously is to create a network of highly focused subunits. The parent
organization can provide capital and infrastructure. Subunits can he dedicated to individual products or services at different stages of the economic
cycle, and they can also focus on different competitive virtues. For instance,
in a manufacturing setting, one subunit can focus on meeting production
standards (productivity, quality, and state-of-the-art product development),
while another subunit can focus on customer-sensitive virtues (variety,
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customization, and convenience). Unlike a traditionally integrated structure, a network can support hoth srts of organizational valurs.
Available rvidence tends to indicate there is indwd a trend toward using
this strategy. Parent enterprises are making more products and emphasizing
scope, while individual subunits arr focusing on fewer products and
services, and delivering scalr and focus. The number of pmducts made by
individual manufacturing firms increased by 15 percrnt brtween 1963 and
1982. Ovrr the same period, each of the subsidiaries and establishments
owned hy these samefirms decreased the numherof products it made by twothirds (U.S. Congress, 1988, pp. 27-28).
BALANCING COMPE~ON

AND COOPERATION

Ours is an economy hsed on competitive relationships. Yet in the
networks ofthe n~~economy, cooperation is at a premium. Individuals, work
teams, and organizational partners in networks are r&tively autonomous.
Each has access to the same information base and flexible technologies.
Each is in control of work effort and quality of output. Moreover, in thr
networks of the new economy, the focus of control over work is constantly
shifting. In the product de+
phase in manufacturing, for instance,
authority is shared by d&go engineers, manufacturing personnel, and sales
and marketing professionals; the focus of leadenhip shifts with the aspect
of the product up for considrration. Similarly, in a production work team,
authority shifts as the prims rxpertisr required shifts during the work
procrss. In such an environment, fixed authority systrms discourage the
necessary flexibility. Moreover, the relative autonomy of network partners
makes authority a poor lever for improving performance. As a result,
structures and processes for cooperation are emerging within and among
organizations. Thr growth of cooprration within firms is signaled by incr~tiing team-oriented work processes and new labor-management efforts that
rmphasizr joint qeements in response to strategic change. Partnrring
among organizations, the integration of suppliem, and the search for
cooperative linkages between public and private institutions are examples
of incr0zasedcooperation among institutions.
The need for balancing conflict with cooperation extrnds beyond the
immediatr partners in a network to more external partners, including
customem, suppliers, financial backen, the local and national communities,
andgovernments. Cooperativerelations withcustomcrsfocus thenetworkon
their preferences and needs. Cooperativr r&ions with suppliers assure a
flow of timely and high-quality inputs in thr product or service delivery
procrss. A morr hands-on relationship between institutions and thrir
financial backrrs can encourage more sustained and informed capital
commitments. Involvement with the community can foster understanding
andsupport.Communityandpoliticalinstitutionsthatunderstandanetwork’s
strategic agenda can provide usrful information and sensible regulatory
procedures. Most important, thrcommunityand its political representativrs
can supply complemmtary assets to assist the network in realizing its
drv&pmental goals. Public infrastructure--from roads and bridges to
energy, R&D, and a ready workforce-is critical to wonomic networks.
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he importance of organizational learning is not news. Since 1929,
when national productivity data were first available, the ability of
organizational structures to lean to make better use ofthr available
human and machine capital has accounted for more than half of
productivity improvements (De&on, 1974). These so-called “process
improvements” in productivity are what enable organizations to move up the
learning curveto make more with the same or fewer human and machine
resources.
Learning has always been impoltant, hut it is even more important in the
new economy. It is the common currency of growth and decline in economic
institutions. Th e db’l‘t
11 y 0f organizational structures to
capture and apply knowledge has become a decisive factor
in meeting the expanded set of competitive standards and
the key that unlocks the flexible potential of new technologies and organizational networks.
‘Ihe new standards for competition increase the importance of learning. The constantly changing variety of
products and services and the need to customize them
accelerate the pace of change, organizations need to learn
in order to adapt. The race to market innovations requires
organizations to learn even faster. ‘Ihe subsequent race to
make incremental productivity and quality improvements and to develop
new applications after major breakthroughs also increases the value of an
organization’s ability to learn while making the product, delivering the
service, and interacting with the customer. New information and communications technologies accelerate the pace of change and add to learning
requirements by increasing the volume and flow of information.
There are important differences between the old and new economies in
the way organizations accumulate and USCknowledge. In the old organizations, the emphasis was on learning from the outside in. Major research
breakthroughs in theoretical knowledge came from universities and govemment think tanks. Economic organizations focused on developing basic
research into products and services. In the new economy, there is a greater
emphasis on learning from the inside out. External research is balanced with
more internal development.
In the old economy, organizations focused on exploiting major breakthmughs. Today’s organizations must rely more on incremental learning
processes. Our competitors have demonstrated all too well that although
prize-winning discoveries arc pmud achievements, it is continuous inwemental learning that results in the workaday improvements that are responsible for the lions share of commercnl success.
In the old economy, learning cascaded from the top down; major
innovations were developed from outside the organization and rationalized
into rigid production or service delivery processes by white-collar and
technical elites. There were few systematic attempts to organize in ways that
would encourageor capture new learning at the bottom of the organizational
hierarchy or at the interface with the customer. In the new economy, learning
is pervasive in the organizational structure. Institutions halance learning
from the top down with learning from the bottom up. The responsibility for
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innovations extends beyond the ivory tower to the workaday world, and
beyend wh’te: 11,
1 (0
‘ud” d tec:h“K xl ell’trs to the whole workforce. Learning
occurs continuously in all phases of the economic cycle.
Learning has important implications for the structure of organizations
and networks. Top-down mass production organizations, for instance,
discourage leaning from the bottom up. The isolated work structures
characteristic of professions, services, and small businesses also discourage
access to knowledge. In contrast, effective internal networks capture new
learning and allow it to flow across functional lines to pressure points in thr
work process. In external networks, suppliem can provide the push and
customers can provide the pull necessary to keep learning moving through
the chain of institutions. Equipment supplien have long been a principal
source of innovation in manufacturing, for example. Lately, the suppliers of
computer-based and communication equipment have begun to play the
samerole in service industries. Customers also provide new knowledge. For
instance, the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology’s (MIT) Commission on
Industrial Productivity reports that 75 percent of advances in scientific
instruments come from users, and that computer chip manufacturers
account for two-thirds of the advancrs in the machinery used to make
computer chips (Dertouzos, Lester, and Solow, 1989, p. 102).

#A

Organizing
America
for the New

m&can organizations are changing in response to the demands of
the new economy, but progress is slow because of a variety of
institutional harriers. Old habits that were once successful are
hardest to break, and American organizations have been the most
successful of the modern economic era. American organizations have also
found it di&ult to trade competition and adversarial relationships for more
cooperative habits. Some of the reasons are historical and profound. Our
swiety is foundrd on individualism and an explicit rejection of feudal
traditions. In contrast, the Europeans and Japanese have a stronger attachment to feudal traditions that emphasize clearly drlinratrd social roles and
conventions that provide a stmng context for cmperation. In addition,
cooperation is all the more di&ult when the workforce is multicultural and
the economy spans great distances.
The long history of labor-management conflict in the United States has
also proven difficult to overcome. Nor have relationships between govrmment and industry moved much beyond arguments over the macro-management of the economy and the dead hand of regulation. The Keynesian truce
hammered out in the post-Depression era leaves the government with
macrwconomic responsibility and private management with total control
over microeconomic decisions, including the allocation of human and
capital resources at work and the development of organizational structures.
The government intervenes from the outside in, but only to encouragecapital
investments and to promote worken’ health and safety and equal protection
(Cmevdr, 1985).
Internal and external networks in America are in their infancy. The
intrrestrdobserverneedn’t travelfartofindorganizationswhereworkersand
supplien are still viewed as costs to be reduced rather than assets to he
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FIGURE1 Characteristicsof TypicalPmductionand ServiceDeliveryStructures
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Typical Production and Ssrvice Delivery Systems
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Human/
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01
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Howto ReadThisChart:Thescaleof outputvariesgreatlyin differentkindsof economicstructures.
Inthepre-industrial
crafteconomy,
productsweresimilarbutmadeoneat a time.Inmassproduction
systems,
productsweremadein thehighestpossiblevolumesof standardized
goodsin orderto realize
scaleeconomies.
Inservices,volumeandtherefore
scaleeconomies
werelimitedbecauseservicewas
difficultto standardize.
Intheindependent
craHs.workerslikeelectricians
andindependent
professionals
suchasdoctorsandlawyers,
producedrelatively
unstandardized
workin lowvolumes.Inthenew
economy,
volumesareflexibleandproductsarevariedandcustomized
at pricesgenerallyassociated
withhighvolumesof standardized
goods.

drveloped. lndrrd, much of the overall competitive improvement in many
American organizations over the past several yea has come from the oldtime religion4ownsizing
and dollar devaluation-rather than more pmfoundchangesinorganizationalstmcturesandattitudes. Americannetworks
are weakest in using assets outside the private economy to complement the
competitive efforts of private networks. The nation’s R&D, educational, and
governmental infrastructures remain aloof from the competitive fray and are
underutilized for private production and service delivery. Further, there is
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little internal pressure for our educational institutions or governments to
change becausethey arr not market driven. Yet there are plentiful examplrs
ofhomr~mwnandtransplantedforeigninstitutionsthathav~oov~:rc:omrthrse
ban&x. A closer look at how spGfic industrirs are coping with new
organizational demands reveals at least somr of thr diversity of response.

INDUSTRY
THE AUTOMOTIVE
The Amrrican automobile industry is the largest American manufacturing network. The largest car company, General Motors (GM), rmploys more
than a million people. The auto industry is easily twicr as large as any other
Americanmanufacturingenterpriseanda(:(:ountsforafifth
of U.S. steel consumption, more than 15 prrcent of the
nation’s aluminum consumption, and more than half the
American market for synthetic rubber (Womack, 1989, p.
1). The American auto industry once dominated world
production but has slipped in rwent years to third place.
The Europeans and the Japanese bath build more cam
than we do now, and the Europrans also buy more can
than we do (Dwtouzos, Lrstrr, and Solow, 1989, p. 18).
Thr last major innovation of American origin was power
steering, introduced in the 1940s. Traditionally, thr
Japanesr squeezeus at the low end of thr market, while
the Europeans squerze us in the luxury car market. With
the Acura, the Japanese have begun their assault on thr middle and highend markets. As we enter the 199Os, an increasr in Japanrse transplant
manufacturing institutions in North Am&a and losses in market sham
could push onr of the “big three” Amrrican companies--GM, Ford, or
Chrysler--out of business or into foreign hands.
Turnarounds don’t comr rasy in auto. The industry is large, and so is its
turning radius. Am&can car companies face enonnow historical obstaclrs
to building organizations for the new economy. Mass production matured at
Ford and was perfected at GM. The auto and steel industrirs wrl+l thr focus
of the nation’s diff&lt labor history. Thrsr old habits die hard in the auto
industry.
Yrt thr nrws is not all had. American cars are of higher quality than
Eun)~)~~nc:arsantiarrwithinreachofJapanesequality.In 1989,J. D.Powrr,
an indeprndent firm that measures consumer opinion, found that sincr thr
early 198&, consumers have preferred American to Europan calu, although American cars are still rrgardrd as infwior to Japanrse carr (The
Power Report, 1989). Data on built-in manufacturing quality show a similar
pattern. Thr drfwt rate prr 100 capj is 52 in Japan, 56 in Japanese
transplants in the United States,Xin conventional U.S. plants, and at a high
of173insomeEuropeanplants(Dertouzos,Lrst~r,andSolow,
1989,~. 183).
Am&can car companies are also faster at assembly than thr European
companies, and close to thr Japancsr. To assrmblr a car, it takes nineteen
houm in Japan, twenty hours in a Japanw~ transplant in the United States,
twenty-srven hours at a traditional Am&an assembly plant, and thirty-six
hours in a traditional E uropean assembly plant (Dertouzos, LRsta, and
Solow, 1989, p. 186). In addition, American auto is onr ofthr industrirs that
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have led the nation’s productivity turnaround since the early 1970s.
Productivity improvements in auto have led U.S. manufacturing; they are
superior to European and comparable with Japanese productivity improvements~ven if much of the American productivity improvement has come
from downsizing. In the United States, the auto industry has led the way in
team-based production systems, joint labor-management training, and
strategic decision making.
The European and Japanrsr networks in the auto industry are stronger
than our own. The European craft tradition unites education, industry, and
labor to develop a highly skilled and flexihle workforce. The fundamental
strength of Japanese auto networks begins with work teams on the factory
floor and radiates outward to supplier groups and conglomerate groups of
principal partners and financial hackers. Japanese manufacturers have
stronger relationships with suppliers than American manufacturem. GM, for
instance, makes 70 prrcent of its car components itself but still uses 6,000
buyerr to procure components outside the organization and hs 1,500
supplie:rs per plant. Toyota builds only 20 percent of its own componrnts but
has only 177 suppliers per plant.
Thr importance of functioning networks outside the organization is
demonstrated by comparing the experience of Mazda and Chrysler in their
separate crises during the 1970s (W omack, 1989). Mazda stumbled when
it attempted to sell the gas-guzzling rotary engine. Mazda’s conglomerate
partnersdecided theinstitutionwashadlyledandsteppedinwithafinancial
package that mobilized the company and its supplier group in the development of a new line of h’Igh- perf ormancr engines. In contrast, financial
interests and network partners stood by and watched Chrysler go under.
After the fall, the affected interests did mobilize, but only to collect from the
government a financial package that honored debts and business commitmmts.Chlyslersu~ivedwithuncertainprospectsandins~cirntrrsources
to break through to a new product line that clearly distinguished its niche
among the major car companies (Womack, 1989, p. 24).
The American auto industry faces daunting prospects in the 1990s.
Product and process improvements, downsizing, and a devalued dollar
brought on an auto recovery in the latter half of the 1980s (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1989c, p. 43). After a strong year in 1988, however, markets
declined in 1989. The threat of an auto recession looms. More Japanese
transplants are arriving as dollar devaluation makes U.S. production more
attractive, and world auto production is headed into a glut. As conditions
worsen, American companies are going to be tempted to reduce costs and
boost productivity. Downsizing, a squeeze on supplirrs, and trade banirrs
offer gains in short-term productivity and are far easier to effect than
profound changes that offer long-term benefits, that is, changes in organizational formats or cultures. Quick fixes will buy time, but unless that time is
used to work through more profound organizational changes, there will be
more trouble ahead for the American auto industry and its vast network of
suppliers and financial partners.
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THE FOOD INDUSTRY
The network that produces and delivers food to American tables
accounts for 15 percent of consumer spending. Food networks promise to
bwomr more productive and responsive to demands for quality, variety,
customization, and convenience as a result of technical changes on and off
thr farm. The bar codr scannrrs at chrckout counters are the most obvious
evidence of thr invasion of information technology that will
likely integrate food nrtworks from the groctxy Starr all thr
way back to the farm.
As intrgmtion occurs, thr w & oforganizations in food
networks is likely to incrcase. Thr numbrr of farms hs
decreased from a pre-World War 11peak of 6.5 million to
a little more than 2 million today. Five percent of the
nation’s farms contribute more than half the nation’s farm
output (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 204). By the year 2OCQ
farms with over .$2sO,OOO
in cash nxeipts per annwn will
lik~lyaccount foraimuchas9Opercent ofproduction(U.S.
Congress, 1988, p. 206). Foal manufacturing has become
morr concmtratrd, also. Thr numbrr of food mannfacturcm has drclinrd at a strady ratr of 2.5 percent a year sincr
1947. Recent growth has brrn fuelrd by mrrgrrs and
acquisitions. In 1985 alonr, $14 billion was spent on
acquisitions in food manufacturing. R. J. Reynolds bought Nabisco, Phillip
Morris bought General Foods, Nestles bought Carnation, and Beatrice
bought Esmark.
R&l and wholrsalr outlrts arr also likely to continur to grow in scale
and in thr scope of thrir &rings. Thr numbrr of wholes&m decrras~d by
halfbetwrrn 1950 and 1980 (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 209). Thr number of
small indrpendmt sprcialty stows, such as hakrrirs, continurs to drclinr,
whereas the number of conveniencr stores that offer a broadrr array of
products with an average sale of $1 to $3 has tripled since the sixties.
Supem~arketsstillaccountformorethanhalfofsales,butthenew“supentores”
arr challmging suprrmarkrts’ dominance Superstores currently account
foronly prrcmt ofallgrocrrystorrsyrt gamrr28prrcmt ofcurrmt growry
s&s. Morrovrr, suprrstorrs offer an increasing array of food and nonfood
products and snvicrs and am likely to capture an even greater share of thr
market as they continur to rxpand into computaizrd shopping and homr
drlivery.
Already,themechanizationoffarmingandtheuseofchemical
technologies have increased farm productivity to the point where only 15 percent of
eveq dollar spent on food goesto the farmer (U.S. Congress, 1988). As farm
pmductivity incrrasrs brcawx of biotrchnology, better integration, and
increasing scale, a growing share of value addrd in foal networks will go to
providing quality, variety, customization, convenirncr, and timely drlivwy
to the consumer after food leaves thr farm. Cummtly, lossrs in fmits and
vegetables in transit and storage are estimated to run 30 percent, and
packaging accounts for at least a third the cost of processed foods, and even
excrrds thr cost of food products in herr, cereal, soup, baby food, and pet
food (U.S. Congnx, 1988, p. 207). Thrrrforr, nrw packaging and presava-
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tion technologies promise rnormons savings. These technologies also
promise improvements in variety and convenience. Foods will he more
available long after harvest, over great distances, and in a variety of sizes and
stages of preparation.
The availability of new information and packaging technologies will
allow small producem a role in the food business if they have the technical
capabilitytoaccessnetworks.Thedemandforspecialtyitemsfmmdomestic
and foreign producers has already expanded substantially, and small
producers who can find a specialty niche in a larger network will survive and
prosper. At the same time, the advance of packaging, preservation, information, communication, and transport technologies opens markets to more
competition at home and abroad. Items such as Israeli fmit, German beer,
and Scandinavian chocolate are already traded internationally. As packaging and preservation technologies improve and distribution networks become more sophisticated, we can expect to see more trade in staples.
There is some indication that the quantity and quality of institutional
IearninginAmericanfoodprocessingandmanufacturinginstitutionsarenot
up to the emerging technical and organizational challenges. The middle
links in the production chain-those between the farms and the retailemmay be the weakest. Although the learning network that includes the
American government, educational system, and farm economy is the envy
of the world and is responsible for much of the domestic and worldwide gain
in farm productivity, America’s food industry, outside offarming, seems to
pay less attention to learning than most industries. The Oflice ofTechnology
Assessment points out that the food mannfacturing industry spends only
&out 0.4 percent of sales on R&D, a rate of expenditure far below the
averaEeof about 3 net-centfor all manufacturing. The large food mannfacturem registered only 10 percent of all patents in the
industry between 1969 and 1977. The remaining 90 percent ofpatents were registered to universities, government,
and foreigners (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 208).
Y

”

‘IRE CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
The production chain in the chemical and phxmaceutical industry involves the complex process of changing
basic elements into economically useful substances. The
catalytic agent in the industry has always been learning
(Bozdogan, 1989). The modem chemical industry relies on
a mix of univemity-based basic resrarc.,h and large internal
progmms to develop applications. The industry is very
research intensive. Chemical companies spend almost 5
^
percent at sales on research, and the pharmaceutical firms in the industry
spend more than 8 percent of sales on R&D (Drrtouzos, Lester, and Solow,
1989, p. 189).
The great chemical and pharmaceutical companies in Europe and the
United Stateswere founded on individual laboratory breakthroughs, and the
history of the industry and its products is defined by seminal breakthroughs
in the lab. In 1857, Perkins developed usable synthetic dyes made from coal
tar. Nobel turnedunstablenitroglycerineintostabledynamitein
1867. In the
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twentieth centuly the industry switched to oil and gaz as the basic feedstock
for new products with technical improvements in refining. The development
ofplastics and other substitutes for natural materials launched the chemical
boom in the postwar era. Ultimately, the explosion in industrial capacity
worldwide resulted in a glut of basic commodities, and the industry began
to compete more on price than innovation. The rising cost of oil and gas in
the early 1970s reinforced price competition. Product and process innovation fell off as price competition squeezedavailable resources. In the United
States, government licensing, antitrust enforcement, and environmental
regnlations slowed innovation and reduced R&D still further.
Toward the latter 197oS, the American chemical industry began its
successful turnaround by dermphasizing commodity chemicals and diversifying into higher value-added specialty chemicals, biotechnology. and
technical instruments. Products are now more varied, customized, and
market sensitive. In both the remaining commodity businesses and the more
customized markets, the emphasis is on quality more than volume. Moreover, the new specialty product lines are even more driven than before by
learning and the timely development of nrw products. Closer customer
linkages are required to drvrlop specialty items; the customer is an active
participant in the laming network.
The continuation of this successful transformation will depend on the
industry’s ability to strengthen its internal organizational structures and
external networks. Flexibility is needed to meet the new requirements of
specialty markets and to offer competitive quality and convenience to he
successful in oversupplied commodities markets. In addition, the industry
requires an exponential increase in R&D resources to provide state-of-thrart quality in more divenified and tailored markets. The industry will need
to extend its networks further into unive:rsities and the govrmment in order
to encourage more R&D and participate more effcctivrly in re~wlatory,
antitrust, and licensing procedures.
THE COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
The U.S. commercial aircraft industry continues to thrive, although a
glut has dwrloped in small planes and helicopters (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1989c, p. X-2). Th r (1ominance of American producers in this
industry resulted from symbiotic relationships between the
federal government’s military and aerospaceinfrastructure
and the airlines. The demand for military aircraft and
aerospace equipment provided revenue, and the military
was a principal source of flight and repair personnel.
Also,govemmentfundingofhasicR~Dwasparti~:ularly
important because of its rnormons cost. It takes $2 to
$4 billion to launch a new aircraft, and new engines cost $1
billion to develop. Mistakes are disastrous in the commer-+I&+
cial aircraft industry. Boeing, Pratt and Whitney, and Pan
American were almost sunk hy their investment in the
design, development, and production of the 747 until the
airplane began to make money. Lockheed’s losseson the L-101 1 eventually
causedthecompanytodmpitsproductionofco~nmerrialair~raft. McDonnell
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recording was first produced by Ampex, an American firm, in 1956. The
machinery was large and clumsy and intended for commercial and professional uses. The market was relatively small, and development costs to build
a massmarket product werejudged tohe too high. American companies were
not interested. The Japanese learned their way into the business, however,
hy making components, and eventually video recorders, at relatively low
profit margins. The Japanesefinally built a cheap and usable VCR, and the
market exploded after 1982 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1989c, pp. 42.
45). American firms unable to manufacture a competitive VCR for mass
consumption attempted to hijack the new market in the early 1980s with a
breakthrough technology-the videodisc and videodisc player. Videodisc
equipment was cheaper to manufacture and simpler, hut RCA, its principal
hacker, couldn’t get it into the market in time. The Japanese improved the
VCR so that by the time the videodisc was ready for market, the VCR was
cheaper and superior, especially becausethe videodisc could not record, hut
the VCR could (Dertouzos, Lester, and Solow, 1989, p. 74). Since then, the
Japanese have moved into the market with a complementary camera, the
camconler, and sales of the two products continue to grow.
As we enter the 199Os, the new battleground in consumer electronics
will he high-density television (HDTV). The new HDTV technology pmmises to revolutionize the industry, spawning a whole new array of products.
American companies say they will fight for control over the pivotal technology.ThechallengeisnotonIytomakethehreakthroughand
win the technical battles hut also to develop the generations
~~
ofcommercial products necessaryto win the economic war.
THE CHIP INDUSTRY
Chips no bigger than the tip of your little finger are
@
the basic huilding blocks of information technology.
They store, process, and control information in products
q
ranging from computers to video games. In simple terms,
d
storagedevices supply the basic memory capabilities. The
memory storagechips are information technology’s muscle;
processon and controllers are the bin. The circuitry on
each chip may include up to 70,000 transistors. As Motorola points out in its
ad for one of its chips, in the not too distant past, this much circuitry would
have taken up as much space as a large refrigerator and required such a
refrigerator’s cooling capacity.
The $50 billion American chip industry is an odd mixture of reluctant
giants and eager smaller firms. The two largest producers, IBM and AT&T,
produce chips only for their own uses. The commercial chip makers include
cornpanics like Motorola, Texas Instruments, Intel, Fairchild, AMD/MMI,
and a third tier of short-lived companies that tend to arise in order to take
commercial advantage of a specific technical change and then disappear
when the state of the art moves beyond them. A similar fragmentation is
characteristic of the companies that make the equipment that makes and
tests chips. A few stalwarts like Teledyne and Perkin-Elmer are in competition with a constantly changing set of quick-start-up companies that tend
to come and go with technical and market changes. Moreover, relationships
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throughout thr Amrrican network, rsprcially lwtwwn manufacturers and
srrl~l~licr3,havr rmphasizrd rest-hasrd competition over woprwtion in
nrtwork lcaming.
Thr IJ.S. share of wo1.1dchip prodwtion has fallen from a peak of 60
ptwrnt to (40percent at present, compared with a 47 pewmt market share
for thr Japanrsr. ‘The American industry suffer a trade: d&it of roughly
$15 hillion. Thr drclinr of our position has rewlted from an inability to
competr in the>nw economy. Indrrd, up until the late 1970s. American
productivity was exrmplaly. The industry managed a 10 percent productivity rate between 1967 and 1979 and more than 4 p~rcrnt thereafter
(Clawing, 1989, pp. .i-6). Ry 1979, howwc~ Amrri~w~ quality was an issue
with Iuyrrs. A mrnc ”an mass production institutions emphasized the cornmenial exploitation of breakthroughs and paid less attention to incremental
impnwr:mmts drrivrd in the production and utilization of chips.
Moreover, the highly drcentralizrd strwturr of c~ommercialproduction
in the United States and the relatively small size of commm~ial produw~
(liminishrd the hrnrlits ofscale and integration, a higdisadvantagr herause
in thisi~viustry,~l~~w~~tumsar~frequrntand technical changrsarrrapi(lan(l
pn~fwnd. The smallrr Amrrbn produwn had less to spend on R&D than
their larger comprtitorr overseas and were hit harder during downturns.
Companies have not coalrw~xl for drvrlopmrnt purposes until recent Iy.
Also. govemmrnt R&D focuses on defense and aerospaw nerds in chip
drsigl and man&rturr.
Although there are important spin-offs from
government R&D, civilian nrr(ls arr quitr difl;rent. The govrmmrnt seeks
peak pwf’ormancr and dural~ility. Volumes al-e low and cost is no ohjrct.
Cm~~rntwial prodmws need to offer varirty, customization. and timrly
delivery at relatively low prices.
ThrJapanr~(~(~hi~)i~~(lustl~.
irl(~ontrast.~laslx)th thra(lvantagrsofsc.al(:
and e&c~tiw:ly int(,gmtrd networks. ‘Thr Japanwe industry drvrloprtl as a
~wnplrmmtat~ offshoot of firms invohwl with lagr computers, ~:onsume~
rlwtroni~~s. trlr(~onllnunication~. and clectronic~ rquipmrnt (r.g.. Sony.
~I/P 0f J.d1kmese
Hitachi. and NIX). ‘Tlw ..‘I,
: fhms allows grwtrr wsourws fbr
R&D and sustained ~lrwlopmwt and capital invrstment, drspitc* thr rollrr
(,oastrl.oft,larkrt cy(&s t~~)ic~~ofthrf~st-~)a(~r(lsrl~~i~~~,n~lu~~t~~~nlarket.Tllr
MIT C~orrin~issi~~n
on Industrial Pnwlwtivity reports hal h4wern
1975 and
19XL.thr Amrrican share r,fpatcnts in the srmiwrrdut.tor industry fell from
4:s pwnt to 27 prrwnt. while the Japanwc shxe ms~ from 18 percent to
48 pwwnt. 1s~thr early 1980s, the Japanwc wmiumdurtor industry was
s~xmling28 prrwnt of wvrnws on capital. campawl with 20 pmwlt m the
Lnitul Statw Japanwr chip manufarturets sprntl 1%percent of wwmes
on R&D. c~m~pmwlwith 9 pcwrnt for their U.S. uxmtrrparts (Clawing.
1989. p. 17).
The Japanesenetworks are also stronger externally. The lug? manufacturers own or havr substantial finan&1 interest in their principal suppliers
(Clausing, 1989, p. 5). MITI, the gwemmmtal partner in thr nrlwork, has
played an inte&Tal role and focnsrs its efforts on civilian, not military or
arrospac~e,applications. Japanese financial institutions, now thr world’s
ri&st, h~,l(lsul)stantialrquit) positions inseveral ofthrm~,iorsrmicontluct~)rc~om~ranirs.‘fhrstrrrl~llofthr Japanrse networks pro\,idesstayingpower
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WXTthr market cyclr, financial strength to drive capital and R&D investments, and a lrvrl of interaction that encourages continuous incremental
laming, which is critical to meeting thr competitive standards of the nrw
economy.
Because of thr centrality of information technology, the chip industry is
lrading thr way into the nrw economy. After two good years, there is likely
to be a slowdown in demand in 1990. Although this slowdown will not be as
severeas in 1985and 1986, it willstrainavail~leresourcesfordevelopmmt
in anticipation of r~~nrwrd market expansion in 1991. Therraftrr, thr
demand for chips with mrmoly, procrssor, and control cap&lit&
tailored
to the uses of individual customrrr w,ill accelerate (U.S. Drpxtmmt of
Commrrcr, 1989c, pp. 30-33; Brandt, 1990, p. 100). Thr nrrd for stronger
customer contact will increase. Product lifr cyclrs will shorten. Fly the mid
to latt. 199Os, superconductivity drvices will be important because of
increased efficiency in thr USCof power and higher speeds. As WCrntrr thr
199Os,thrJapanese stem betterpositioned to makr the trchnical transition.
In 1988, thry outspent American chip makers on rrswxch by $1.7 billion,
and thry arr likely to expand their research and capital invrstment margin
in this year’s slow market. The American hopr is that Srmatech, an industq
consortium focused on militq needs, will provide the necessary technical
breakthroughs and drvrlop Am&can networks in the industry.
THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY
Computers are the pivotal hardware in the new information technology,
and America continurs to dominate this $160 billion industry. Indad, this
is onr ofonlyafrw manufacturing industries in which thr Unit4 States still
enjoys strong, although declining, trade surplusrs. (Our tradr surplus in
computers has been more than halved sincr the rarly
1980s.)Americaowesitsstrongposition incomputrrs toan
early lead in developing state-of-the-art products. As in the
case of commercial aircraft, which also has a significant
trade surplus, this lrad was due to a strong partnership
between industry and government, which was pursuing
defense and aerospace objwtivrs. Thr rarly American
mainlrames dominated world markets, and the enormow
investment in compatiblr hanlwarr and software has made
consum~:rsreluctant to shift to new computers that would
rquirr whole nrw gwxx&ms of complementary software,
hardware, and human capital. The early ~ucc~~~of thr
industry was also due to its institutional strength. The
industry enjoys the combinrd hrnrfits of scalr and strong networks. It is
dominatrd by large, w&financed firms and is organized into n&works of
suppliers and customen clustered around the:sr firms.
The immediate future of the Am&an
industry looks promising,
although the pivotal position of computrrs and othrr information technologies in the new economy will draw incrrasrd competition from abroad. The
United States lost some ground in thr shift from mainframes to more
distributrd nrtworks of PCs, yet Apple and TRM h,ae more than h&l thrir
own in the fast-paced PC market boom of the 1980s. As WCrntrr thr 199Os,
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wholes&x in the United States, and they employ more than 6 million
workers. The industry reported gross profits of $349.2 billion in 1988.
Ret&xx post annual sales of more than $1 trillion and employ almost 20
million Americans.
Wholesalersandretailersfaceachallengeinthe 199Os:Moreaggressive
integration of networks and a slowdown in consumer buying are likely to
result in a shakeout (U.S. Department ofCommerce, 1989c,
pp. 53-54; Duncan, 1990, p. 85; Weber, 1990, p. 86). Both
wholesalers and retailers will compete on the basis of their
ability to get closer to their suppliers and their customers.
As networks tighten to meet the new standards of quality,
variety, customization, convenience, and just-in-time delively, partners are hecoming more dependent on one
another. And as dependency increases, each partner has a
growing interest in the competitive ability of patne:rs
upstream and downstream in the network chain. Wholesalen and retailers become most dependent of all.
Wholes&x are squeezedby falling profit margins and
by manufacturing and retail networks that increasingly
bypass wholesaling. In response, most wholesalers are
using new technology to tighten just-in-time networks and
drvelop~ngnewrelationshipswithmanufac:turersandcustomers. McKesson
Corporation, a large wholesaler of drug and health products, is typical of the
wholesale institutions ofthe new economy. McKesson began losing business
to the large drugstore chains and responded by using intensive information
technologies to track inventory, packing, and shipping. McKesson then
integrated its own information systems with those of the independent
druggists. The resultant network has given the independents capabilities
they cannot afford individually and a stronger position against the chain
druwsts. At the same time, the network has preserved McKesson’s client
base (Johnston and Lawrence, 1988, p. 94).
A similar scenario is huilding in retailing. Specialty stores are successfully taking on large department stores, which are unable to provide
comparable quality, variety, customization, and service. The larger stores
are responding by strengthening internal departments and building stronger
relationships with suppliers and customers. The future of retailing is likely
to include a mix of large and small institutions integmted into networks that
balancelargescaleandflexibility. The critical competitivefactorinretailing
is no longer scale, hut the ability to use new technologies and organizational
formats to meet new competitive standards.
THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY
Health care spending in the United States has increased from less than
5 percent of total spending in the mid-19.50s to more than 11 percent in the
late 1980s (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1989~). The nation’s health bill
jumped more than 10 percent in 1989 to a whopping $615 billion. The
increase in health care spending is due to a variety of factors, including an
expansion in available services and technologies, an expansion of clients as
a result of government programs and employer health plans, a greater
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Many observers believe that the U.S. industry needs to emulate the
housing industries in Sweden and Japan. There, housing construction is
integrated in manufacturing institutions that utilize more machine capital
than in the United States, and the workforce resembles that of high-tech
manufacturing. Advocates for manufactured housing argue that a marriage
between manufacturing organizations and new flexible technologies such as
computer-based design would result in cheaper, higher
quality, and more customized housing. In the future, the
American housing industry will likely evolve toward largescale housing manufacturers that will employ more whitecollar and technical professionals, fewer craft workers, and
more on-site housing assemblem
THE

AI’P!\liKl.

INIw3T~Y

Newtechnologyandorganizationalnetworkspioneered
by the Italians provide stronger linkages between retail
outlets and the chain of institutions that produce fiber,
cloth, and apparel. Over the past two decades, networks of
small firms have replaced all but one of the large Italian
apparel companies. The Italian networks are the worldclass leaden in the iust-in-time oroduction and delivers of
high-quality cloth&g (Johnston’ and Lawrence, 1988: p.
%I.
The clothing industry appears to be evolving toward a structure and
technology that will allow converting fiber to finished apparel, tailored to
individual tastes and measurements, in a matter of a few weeks. Moreover,
the industry analysts argue that this quickly produced tailored clothing will
be no more expensive than current mass-produced items. Eventually,
customers’ measurements will be stored electronically. Customers will
selectclothandstylealtemativesat theretailer,andtheclothingwill bemade
and delivered within days. In the space of a few hundred years, clothing
markets will have gone from tailoring to mass p&action
and come full circle back to tailoring again, only this time
with streamlined &ciency and economy.
‘IIll<

FIN-\NCII.

Stxvlct3

INDUSI’I~Y

Financial service markets grew from 4 percent of
purchases in 1955 to more than 6 percent of purchases in
1985 (U.S. Congress, 1988). The growth in market size
resulted from an explosion in the variety of products and
services available, the use of information technologies to
provide variety and tailored financial packages, and improved quality and convenience. From the post-World War
II era to the 197Os, the profits in banking were made
^ ~.~by
selling checking and charge card accounts to families and businesses
through a growing network of branch of&es. By the late 197oS,upwards of
80 percent of the estimated checking account market was taken (Noyelle,
1988a). The competitive pressures stemming from the saturation of existing
markets in combination with new, flexible information-based technologies
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resultedinanexplosionofnewproductsandsrrvice:s.Marketexpansionalso
resulted from the utilization of the new technologies to deliver high-quality
customized services conveniently. Electronic transfers, tailored financial
packages, and teller machines are some of the more commonplace advances
in the industry.
Since the 197Os,growing market potential and deregulation have drawn
a motley set of institutions into the competitive fray, accelerating the pace of
change and increasing overall volatility. Lately, the industry has been
shiftingfrom a highly fragmented structure toacomplex one that emphasizes
both global and local market development. Small institutions are focused on
geographic, industry, or functional niches-but oftentimes under the umbrella of partnemhips or parent enterprises.

JOBS AND
THE NEW ECONOMY
PART

V

The new rconomy is affwtingjobs in three ways. First, it is affecting the
overall quantity ofjobs created. Second. it is influencing the distribution of
jobs among industries, occupations, grographic areas. and organizations of
different sizes. Third, it is affrcting the quality of jobs, as measured. fol
example, by wages.job security, and opportuni&s for career and personal
dw4opmrnt.

The
Quantity
of Jobs

T

he American economy is expected to add 1.5 million new jobs each
year betwren now and the year 2ooO (Prrsonick. 1989, p, 25).
Whether this expectation is realized will drpcnd on a variety of
factors. The overall quantity ofjobs is clrtrrminrd
hy a mix of macro- and microeconomic factors. In the short
haul. the macroeconomic fa<ac:torr
are dominant. 10w levels
of consumer demand. tight money, and high interest rates
squeezrrconomi~: activity, inhibiting human and technical
investments and job growth. Why hire more people to make
more and better widgets if you already have too many
widgets at the uarehousr? Restrictive business environments also encourage an exaggerated attention to cost
savings. Be~duce
” : prrwnnrl costs run as high as half to
three-quartrrs of total costs. attempts to reduce costs will
inevitably focus on reduced hiring, especially in full-time
positions. In the w~orst-casescenario. a sustained downturn
in the business environment can discourage demand for
human dwelopmrnt and reducr potential job gmwth of an
economy. Sustained slowdowns in demand will not onlv
inhibit jol)ol)l)o~unities in the current economy but reduce
them in the new economy as well. In contrast. sustained
growth will provide a robust context for job creation.
Demography drives thp overall quantity of work, also. More people
create more demand for g&s and services and more willing hands to make
and deliver these products and services. American job growth was 2.3
rnillinrljol)sr)rryrarin the 19%. It isrxpwtrd todecline to 1.E,millionjobs
per year in the last decade of this century principally because of the
slowdown in population growth in thr wake of the baby boom (E’ullrrton,
1989). Rut this r&crd growth is not necessarily bad news. Economies with
fewer people tend to invest more in the people available and arm them with
morecapital at work.‘& result is increased econonli(, potential. Incontrast,
w~henlhrre is an ample supply of workerr, it is tmmpting to substitute
mus~:ularfor mental power. a practice that rrtlucrs economic potential as
human capital essential for twhnical and organizational development
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America’s present macroeconomic prospects are mixed. Large budget
deficits, high interest rates, and the natural ups and downs of the business
cycle suggest there will be some retardation of job growthin the near term.
The longer term macroeconomic prospects are more favorable. Budget
deficits are declining, freeing up private resources for investments in the
domestic economy. Worldwide demand should continue to increase as the
United States and other nations develop formal mechanisms and informal
conventions for mobilizing and responding to global demand.
Our demographics are equally mixed. As the baby boom moves into its
high-productivity years, there should be marked improvements in the
quality of human capital on the job. There should also be more financial
capital available to buy technology as the baby boom moves into its highsavings yea and as the demographic demand for housing declines. The
combination of a seasonedworkforce and more available capital for investments in human resources and machines should ultimately bring more
rohustgmwthandcreate morejobs.Thedemo~aphic wildca&nAmerica’s
competitive hand is the declining quantity and quality of human capital at
entry level. The cohorts that follow the baby boom are much smaller and
belongdispropoaionatelytogroupsinwhichourdevelopmentalinvestments
have been gmssly insufficient. In some respects, the declining quantity and
quality of entry level employees is a happy problem. ‘Ihe scarcity of entry
levelworkerswillguaranteeworkforthosewhoareprepared,inspiringhetter
preparation among people whose prospects have traditionally been limited,
and gxater willingness among governments and employers to invest in
young students and workers. For the first time in memory, the nation’s
cultural and political commitment to economic opportunity will coincide
with emerging economic necessities.

GoodJobs,
GadJobs,
andNoJobs
at All

A

lthough the new economy will likely create jobs in the aggregate,
the processes of economic change will inevitably distribute new
jobs unevenly. New technologies, the globalization of economic
activity, and organizational changes will create good jobs for the
majority, result in bad jobs for some, and take away jobs from a few.
Moreover, the jobs created by technology, trade, and competitive changes
almost nevergotothepeoplewhohavelost theirjobsbecauseoftheseforces.
In the 1970s and 198Os,the ty$cal job loserwas a midwestern male who was
over thirty years old, had a high school diploma, and worked in manufacturing. The typical job gainer was an east- or west-coast female who was in her
early twenties, had a two- or four-year p+xt secondary degree, and worked in
services.
The unequal distribution of burdens and benefits as we move toward the
new economy is being exacerbated by concentrated technical and economic
changes in specific wcupations, industries, and geogmphic areas. Computers and modem communications technologies have reduced entry level job
opportunities in off& settings. Automated manufacturing is rapidly eliminatinglow-skillentlyleveljobsinman~a~turingas
wellasjobsforlabarer,
material handlers, machine operators, and craft workers while creatingjobs
for technicians, mechanics, and repairers. In the future, manufactured
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housing may devastate the constlvction trades while creating new jobs in
housing that are akin to the white-collar and technician jobs found in
ma”“facturing.
In addition, as economic activity glob&es and trade advantages shift,
recessions are becoming more specific to particular industry networks.
Industry recessions begin in organizations that supply final goods,then move
through the chain of suppliers. For example, auto recessions that begin at
GM, Ford, and Chrysler eventually roll through supplier institutions in the
steel, rubber, and electronics industries.
As a community, we are challenged to redress the unequal benefits and
burdenscharacteristicofthenewrconomicenvironment.Thosewho
benefit
from technical change and free trade need to share their good fortune with
those who are victims of machines and foreign competition. The employed
majority will need to be sensitive to both the poor and the dislocated. A new
social compact will be required. The development of such a compact will not
be easy in a polity accustomed to responding to majority concerns. In the
currentpolitical context, thedislocatedemployeesaretheforgottenconstituency. They are neither a” effective political majority nor a truly needy
minority.
Thefirststeptowaxlbuildinganewsocialcompactwill
beforAmericans
to recognize that OUE is a society based on work. A job is the price of
admission to this individualistic culture a” d participatory polity. People
unable to find work eventually disappearfrom the community, drop out ofthe
America” political system, and fall into the underground economy. These
same destructive processes are at work for hth the poor and dislocated
workers. There is no lit measure that allows us to choose between the
s&xing of these two groups. The chronically pour tend to start out and end
up at the bottom of the economic heap. Dislocated employees experience a”
economic loss that rarely results in penistent poverty but probably involves
an equal amount of suffering. In the case of dislocated employees, it’s not so
much where they land that hurts, it’s how far they have to fall.

The
Distribution
of Jobs

1

ooking beyond the aggregate numbers to the kinds of jobs the new
economy is generating reveals a pattern fitted to the emerging
demands of the new competitive standards and networks. Indeed,
undentood in this context, the changes begin to make sense and
provide less cause for alarnx The concern over the relative job growth in
manufacturing vers”s services is a case in point. To equate the growth of
service jobs with a decline in the quality ofjobs available is misbwided. The
phenomenal growth in service jobs is not a result of competitive failure.
Instead, it reflects the growing selvice content all industries require to meet
the new competitive standards and maintain networks. We arc not abdicating basic industries. Indeed, manufacturing output continues to grow. The
loss of jobs in basic industries can be understood, at lrast in pti, as a result
ofcompetitive restructuringofjobs. Pnduction workers are being displaced
by a smaller number of technicians, who “se more technology to produce
vastlygxaterlrvelsofoutput perworker. Meanwhile,man&cturingjobs
in
management and other service-oriented functions are growing. In fact, eve”
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though there are fewer mannfacturing jobs, they are more important than
everhecausetheyarelocatedatthegenerativecoreofourmostadvancedand
critical competitive networks.
THE CRITICAL ROLE: 0~‘ N,ATUKAL RESOUIKES,
CONSTRUCTION, ANI) MANLF~~~xI~~NC
Not all jobs are created equal in the new economy. Economic activity in
natural resources, construction, and mannfacturing has the generative
power to create jobs in other industries. Only a quarter out of a dollar spent
on natural resources stays in the industry. The rest goes to other industries:
a dime to construction, almost 30 cents to manufacturing, 16 cents to
transportation and wholesale and retail trades, 11 cents to transactional
activities, and 8 cents to services. Similarly, th e construction industry keeps
only about 36 cents on the dollar; low-wage manufacturing keeps 48 cents;
medium-wagemanufacturingkeeps45cents;and high-wagemannfacturing
keeps only 43 cents.
Service-oriented industries are more self-contained. They operate at the
periphery of networks centered on mannfacturing, natural resources, or
construction. Moneyspentdirectlyonservicescreatesfewerjobselsewhere.
Thus, 62 cents of every dollar spent on transportation or wholesale and retail
trade stays in the industry, and the transactional services industry retains 57
cents of every dollar. Fifty-five cents of every dollar spent on personal
services stays with the pmvider, and no one industry gets more than a dime’s
worth of the remaining45 cents. Social services are the most insulated of all,
with 75 cents of every dollar retained (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 157).
THE SEWICE REVOLLTION
The most noticeable trend in the kinds ofjobs typical ofthe new economy
will be a continuation in the shift toward service work. In the last decade of
the century, manufacturing employment will decline by an estimated
300,OfKtjobs, and extractive jobs in agriculture and mining will decline by
a similar number. In contrast, service jobs are expected to increase by almost
17 million (Personick, 1989, pp. 25-26).
There are many reasons for the increasing share of service jobs. One
reason is that people satisfy their material wants early as they climb the
income ladder. A consnmer can eat only so much food, drive only one car at
a time, and sleep under only one roof. As a result, a declining share of rising
incomes goes to material goods, and a rising share goes to services such as
education, personal services, health care, recreation, and environmental
services (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 7).
Also, the share ofjobs going to services is increasing because more and
moreextractedandmannfacturedgoodsare heingmadewithfewerandfewer
workers. Productivity in manufacturing and extractive industries has outstripped productivity in services for hundreds of years and continues to do
so. The cost of a television set was equivalent to four days’ work in 1950, one
day’s work in 1972, and only four hours’ work in 1986 (U.S. Congress, 1988,
p. 64). Between now and the next century, manufacturing output will
increase by2,6percentperyear, while the numberofmannfacturingjobs will
decline by 0.1 percent per annnm (Personick, 1989, p. 33). Production
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workers in manufacturing will be replaced by a smaller number of technicians who will work with more technology. The number of technicians will
increase by almost 100,000, but the number of operators and laborers will
decline by 700,ooO by the year 2GOO.
The competitive requirements of the new economy are a third reason for
the increasing proportion of service jobs. A substantial number of new
service employees will be required to design, develop, and market a variety
of timely, state-of-the-& products in a complex global environment. In
manufacturing, for instance, there will be a loss of production jobs but a gain
ofalmost amillionjobsformanagers,professionals,andmarketingandsales
personnel (Personick, 1989, p. 27; Silvestri and Lukasiewicz, 1989, p. 45).
The increasing number of transactions among complex economic
networks also encouragesdemand for service workers rangingfmm salesand
customer service personnel to lawyen and accountants. Compared with
1972, in the mid-198Os, an additional nickel out of every dollar spent in all
economic networks went to pay for transactional activities (U.S. Congress,
1988, p. 160). As economic networks become more integrated, individual
employers will need more employees in service occupations. Business
services such as personnel, computer, research, and consulting services will
account for one out of every six new jobs between now and the beginning of
the next century. As the number of transactions in networks increases, the
number ofjobs for people doing the buying and selling will increase as well.
Retail trade jobs are the fastest growing category of service jobs, and their
number will grow by more than 3 million between now and the next century
(Personick, 1989, p. 25).
The numberofjobs in information services will increase dramatically to
integmte economic networks. The demand for electronics engineers will
increase by more than 40 pwcent, and we will need half again as many
computer scientists in the 1990s as in the 1980s. The numberofmechanics
andinstallerr:andrepairenoftechnologywillincrease
by 13percentoveral1,
with a 60 percent increase in computer equipment repairers (Silvestri and
Lukasiewicz, 1989, p. 51). Computer services are the fastest growing of the
business service industries. Demand for all computer-related occupations
will grow by almost 5 percent a year in the 199Os,compared with an average
total job growth in the American economy of 2.3 percent a year in the 1970s
and 1980s.
‘l’lll~: (;l~:o(;li;\l’t~i\’

OF Joss

There are contending technical and competitive forces at work in the
emerging geographic distribution of jobs. Technical changes are freeing
work from its geogmphic restraints while competitive realities are concentrating jobs in networks of metropolitan areas.
There are a variety of forces encouraging dispersion of jobs. As raw
material becomes a less important ingredient in every production recipe,
proximity to raw materials becomesless important. In addition, location near
major transportation nodes becomes less important as networks are connected more by information and communications technology and less by
physical transport. Moreover, advances in air transport reduce the importance of location near natural overland and water transport sites. Finally, the
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technical ability to reach far-flung domestic and global markets has resulted
in a self-propelled extension of competitive networks beyond local markets.
But at the same time, the new competitive requirements tend to
concentratejobgrowthinpopulationcenters.Theincreasingservicecontent
of economic competition encourages proximity to allow penonal contact
both inside and outside the organization. Concentration of partners among
and within metropolitan networks is further encouraged by access to rapid
transportation and the high concentration of customers in urban areas.
Moreover, the centrality of learning in the new economy encourageslocation
in population centen with access to educational and R&D infrastructure.
Therefore, most new jobs are being created in the extensive networks of the
densely populated metropolitan areas (U.S. Congress, 1988, pp. 190-200).
Most jobs are being created on the two coasts, where population density is
greatest. In the South and West, most new jobs are in urban areas. The
urbanization of job creation does not preclude rural or small-town development. The ability of smaller communities to develop their economies,
however, depends more on their ability to find a niche in a broader network
and less on their ability to develop independently.
~NSTlTUTlONS

RIG ANI) SMALL

Are most jobs created by big or small employers? It all depends on what
is meant by “big” and “small.” Let’s look at the numbers. Currently five out
of six American employees work in institutions with less than 1,ooO
employees. This gmup is divided almost equallyamonginstitutions with less
than twenty employees, with between twenty and ninety-nine employees,
and with 100 to 999 employees. The share of new jobs created by firms with
fewerthan lOOemployees hasincreasedto40percent,aIthough thesefirms’
share of economic output has declined (U.S. Department of Commerce,
1989~; U.S. Congress, 1988, pp. 27, 183). The fastest growth in jobs is
occurring in establishments owned by larger enterprises-a fact that is not
surprising in an era when organizations are trying to balance scale, scope,
and focus by utilizing organizational networks (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 27).
In the final analysis, the debate over job creation in big versus small
institutions misses the mark because it ignores the central organizational
reality of the new economy. That reality is the growth in networks that
integmte large and small institutions in order to capture and balance the
benefits of large scale and the flexibility and focus of smaller organizations.

TheQuality
of Jobs

M

easuring the quality of jobs is complex because they provide a
variety of benefits. Work provides wages and independence in a
culture that values both, and in a society based on work, job
security is critical to family life. For most of us, work is also the
crucible for our individual and career development. The pages that follow
assessthejobsoftheneweconomyonthe basisoftheirabilitytoprovidegood
wages and job security, as well as career development.
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Wage growth in the United States has been flat since the early 1970s
(Bound and Johnson, 1989). Principal among the reasonsfor this stagnation
is our poor productivity performance, but there are other reasons as well.
Labor productivity has outpaced wage increases, in part because an
increasing share of the productivity dividend has gone to pay for the capital
requirements of the new economy (U.S. Congress, 1988, p. 373). Another
portion of the productivity dividend has come out of wages to pay for the
increased cost ofbenefits, especially health care benefits. Yet another share
of the meager productivity dividend has gone to retirees. In addition, the
pressure of international wage competition, especially for well-paid manufacturing jobs, has held wages down (Murphy and Welch, 1989). Moreover,
as female participation in the workforce rose from 39 percent in 1973 to 45
percent in 1988, overall wages declined because the average wage level for
women is only 64 percent of the averagewage level for men (Kosters, 1989,

P. 7).

Despite flat overall wage growth, there have been dramatic shifts in
earnings among diffeerentgroups of Americans. Wage increases in the new
economy are rationed with an increasingly uneven hand, resulting in a
growing maldistribution of income in the United States. More now than ever,
learning is the rationing hand that distributes earnings in the American
economy. People with the most education and access to learning on the job
are doine best: those with the least education and least access to learning on
the job are doing worst.
Formal education, especially college education, boosts earnings greatly
in the new economy. People with good
TABLE7
educations have always had an advanEarningsAdvantageof CollegeVersusHigh
tage, hut they are doing better now than
SchoolGraduatesAfter TenYearsat Work
everbefore. Forinstance,Table7shows
(By Percentage)
that the returns to education declined
between 1973 and 1980 but made a
Year
Males
Females
phenomenal comeback in the 1980s
49
49
1973
(Kosters, 1989, p. 24). In 1973, a col36
38
1978
legegraduate with tenyears’workexpe31
37
1980
rience earned 49 percent more than a
45
46
1983
high school graduate with ten years’
86
60
1988
work experience. By 1978, the college
graduate’s advantage had declined to
HwtoReadThisTable:
In 1973menandwomenwnhcollegedegrees
36 percent for males and 38 percent for
andtenyearsolworkexperience
earned49percentmix thanmenand
females. After 1980, the advantage of
&omenwithhighschooldegrees.
Thisadvanlagelell
in 1976and1960
butbeganto risein 1963.By1986,malecollegegraduates
enjoyedan
college graduation over high school
86percentadvantageandlemalegraduatesa60percentadvanlage
we,
graduation began to rise again, reach(Adapted
tom Koslers.1989).
highschoolgraduates.SOURCE:
ing86percentformalesandM)percent
for females by 1988. In a telling analysis of available data, Levy has demonstrated that postsecondary graduates will ultimately exceed their parents’
earnings but high school graduates will not (Levy, 1987, pp. 141.142).
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The returns to postsecondary education for both two-year and four-year
schools are substantial in every occupational category. In 1987, managers
withhighschooldiplomaseamed$23,3O6ontheaverage, butmanagerswith
college degees earned a” averageof$37,252. Technicians with high school
diplomas earned $21,358, compared with $23,830 for technicians with
some postsecondary education and $28,004 for those with four yean of
college. In service occupations, workers with high school diplomas, one to
threeyearsofpostsecond~schooling,andfour-yearcollegedegTeeseamed
$13,093, $16,937 and $21,381, respectively (Silvestri and Lukasiewicz,
1989, p. 63).
The returns to postsecondary schooling are reinforced by the syrwgy
between schooling and learning on the job. People with the most schooling
have access to the jobs with the most formal and informal training. Collegeeducated “lanagem and technical professionals get substantial formal and
informal training on the job. Non-college-educated employees who have
high school diplomas plus some formal postsecondary training (e.g., supervisor; technicians; technologists; and craft, skill, data processing, and sales
employees) also get substantial formal and informal training on the job. In
general, workers who get formal training have a 30 percent earnings
advantage over those who don’t (Camevale and Gainer, 1989).
These data understate the demand for leaning in the new economy.
What is most remarkable is that the returns to education and learning on the
jobhaveremained highandgrownevenwhiletbesupplyofeducatedworkers
has been constantly on the rise. It is surprising that the dip in the 1970s was
notdeeper.Sincethetumamund,thesupplyofhighschoolandpostsecondary
graduates has continued to increase. The proportion of college gxaduates
among males in the workforce has gone from 20 percent to 24 percent since
1980. The proportion for females has increased from 16 percent to 21
percent.
Why are the returns to postsecondary schooling increasing so rapidly?
The principal reason is that the competitive demands of the new economy
requiremoreleamingbothinpr~parationforworkandonthejob.Asaresult,
employers axeusing a higher educational standard to sort amongjob seekers
at entry level, and the fastest gmwing job categories require postsecondary
schooling (Silvestri and Lukasiewicz, 1989, pp. 44, 47). At present, the
distribution of America” jobs can be divided roughly into thirds: One-third
require elementary schooling; one-third require high school education plus
two yeam of postsecondary schmling; and one-third require college rducation. Sincethready 1970s,thepropo1tionofjobsrequiringgradeschoolonly
has declined while the proportion ofjobs requiring postsecondary schooling
h~increasedsteadily.Otherr~asonsforthegTowingretumstopostsecondary
schmling are a shift by students toward technical and business subjects and
a general tightening of college entry standards in the latter 1970s (Bishop,
1989).
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Job opportunity in the new economy has not been neutral with respect
to race, sex, and ethnicity. The new configuration of occupations and
earnings tends to favor progress in women’s wages. The shift away from
natural resources and the factory floor to service functions in all competitive
networks reduces the proportion of male-dominated occupations in the
workforce. Also, women have been more aggressive than men in pursuing
schooling and in utilizing learning to leverage career development. In 1963,
34 percent of 18- to 19-year-old men and 23 percent of 18- to 19.year-old
women were enmlled in college. By 1975, the figure for both sexes was 34
percent,andin 1988,48percmtof18-to 19.year-oldwomenand37prrc:ent
of 18. to 19-year-old men were enrolled in college. Although women have
lower status than men in most organizations, women participate in formal
training programs at work in rough proportion to their participation in the
workforce (Camevale and Gainer, 1989). These facton, among others,
account for an increase in women’s averdge earnings from 59 percent to 64
percent of men’s average earnings during the 1980s (Round and Johnson,
1989, p. 3).
Theneweconomy hasnot brmnearlysokind tominorities.Forinstance,
in 1963, the average black male earned 63 percent as much as the average
white male, and by the early 197Os, the percentage was up to 75. These
earnings gains then stalled, however, and in the 198Os, the earnings
differential between black and white men widened. By the late 198Os, the
averageblack man was earning less than 70 percent as much as the average
white man. The earnings differential between Hispanic and white males has
widened&o-from73percentin
1979to65percent at theendofthe 1980s.
Moreover, if benefits and earnings other than wages are included, the
differential between whitr males and their black and Hispanic counterparts
is even greater. A similar pattern is evident in the economic progxss ofother
minorities.
A principal cause of the stalled progress of minorities has been the
increasing value of education in providing access to goodjobs and learning
on the job (Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce, 1989, p. 38). Minority educational
attainment has not kept pace with the increase in years of schooling among
the majority population, nor have minorities had access to jobs with formal
or informal training.
Minorities are concentrated in jobs that pay the least. provide the least
formal and informal learning, and show the least improvement in wages.For
instance, in 1988, blacks made up 10 percent of the workforce (Fullerton,
1989, p. 8)yet had only6percmt ofthemanagerial jobsand 7 percent ofthr
professional jobs. Blacks are dispropotiionately represented in dead-end
clerical jobs. About 22 percent of mail clerks and messengers are black.
Blacks are overly represented among low-wage service workers, also,
holding 18 percent of all service jobs. Specifically, 23 percent of private
household workerr: and 23 percent of cleaning service workers are black.
Finally, blacks are also overly representrd in manufacturing jobs at risk in
the new economy, with 18 percent of operator, fabricator, and laborer jobs
(Silvestri and Lukasiewicz, 1989, p. 64).
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Yet blacks are positioned well in some occupational areas that will
survive and provide career ladders in the new economy. Blacks make up 14
percent of technicians and technologists in health care, 28 percent of health
care workem in general, and 14 percent of the nation’s computer operators.
Hispanics made up 7.4 percent of the workforce in 1988 but had only
4 percent of managerial jobs, 3 percent of professional jobs, and 4 percent
of technician jobs. At the same time, Hispanics made up 10 percent of the
nation’s service workem, having the highest concentrations in low-wage
food, cleaning, and private household services. Also, Hispanics have an
inordinate share of low-wage agricultural jobs (13 percent) and, like blacks,
are overly repxsented in operator and laborer jobs at risk in manufacturing.
Yet Hispanics, too, are positioned well in some areas that are likely to grow
and prosper. Hispanics represent 5 percent of engineering and scientific
te:chnicians;5percentofmarketingandsalesworkers;6percentofcomputer
operaton; and 8 percent of mechanics, installers, and repairers.

The characteristic signature of the new economy is flexibility. The fast
pace of change within networks and the volatility of markets, especially
global markets, require flexible responses. Flexible institutions need flexible workforces. Most employers have reacted by building a workforce in
layers: a core workforce with permanent status and a peripheral workforce
of part-timers, temporaries, consultants, and suppliers who are accorded
varying degreesof commitment. Employers utilize this peripheral workforce
for vaying purposes: to manage changing workloads, to save money on
benefits and other costs associated with full-time employees, and to access
expertise not available in-house. About one in ten American workers is now
in the peripheral workforce (Abraham, 1988, p. 32). For example, the
number of temporary help workers has multiplied threefold since 1978,
increasing from a little more than 300,ooO to a million. And temporary help
agencies provide more than clerical support. As of 1982, almost half of
temporaries were nonoffice workers (Abraham 1988, p. 5). The projected
growth in business services reflects the increasing importance of outside
supplien. Only retail and health care will contribute more new jobs between
now and the end of the cmtury. Employment in business services will
increase from 5.6 million in 1988 to 8.3 million in the year 2ooO.
Institutionsandemployeesthatdonotseekflexibilityoftenhaveitforced
on them. The pace of change in the world economy and the intensification
of competition can dislodge even the most secure worken. At best, a worker
can hope to work for one employer for a lifetime but cannot realistically
expect to hold one job all those years. In fact, although some institutions can
guarantee employment in the fast-paced new economy, others, despite good
intentions, cannot. Moreover, when dislocation does occur, it tends to &ect
whole industries, making job search particularly difficult for employees
whose skills and experience are heavily invested in onejob or one industry.
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Puhaps there is employment securitv fix workrpi at the very cow of
institutional networks, yrt the volatility of the nrw economy suggests that
even these workers, as we11as those at the prriphc~y of institutions, arc:brst
advised to be~wm~:more loyal to their skills and less loyal to individual
employers. Happily,asskill rrrluirmm~:ntshrcome lessjobspwific and mow
gelwal, both skill and rxprrirnce are becoming more transferable from one
job to another. Also. as education and experience become more important
in getting and krrping jobs, workers arr valued less for organizational time
in g&r and loyalty.
Ultimately, because of the growing irnpoawc of skill and its gcncml
applic:ability acwss institutions. workers who pay attention to rdwatir)n.
training. and work experirnw can inuerasr their control owr their working
livrs. Skill. rspcciallv accredited skill, can providr rnqrlovm~~ntswurity in
a particular industry or otcupatiun, even if not in a pa&la*
job with a
pxtiwlar employrr. Moreover. demography will favor workers who pay
attention toskill (1ccc 1opmmt in school analat work. As dernugraphic~trends
lead to shortagesof skilled workers, rspwially at entry Irvrl, rmployrw will
cwnpetr aggrwsively for skilled workers and build stronger relationships
with part-timers, temporary workrlx, am1,suppliers ofbusiness services. The
trend touartlmorr~arefull~~intr~~tr:tlnetworkswillal~om~~our~~mmplo~r~s
to build mow permanent wlationships with supplirrs.
Thp new demands for flexible employees raise somr troublesome
complications. First, as skills become more generalized, individual Amployees 41 be more intmhangeable and the bargaining power of individual
workers may decline (US. Congress, 1988, p. 37%).Thr loss of bargaining
powerw~~ul~llikrlyl~e~malle~ta~n~~ng~:orrworkrrsan~ltr~:hnicalspecialists
and greatest among nontechnical grnrralists. Peripheral workem w~ouldbr
more mol~ilr but have less bargaining powr than core workers. Nursrs are
1 ‘1 I)IIt wane!
.l, t’ r .1r
a case in point. They are highly skilled and h’~h’?mox?
711
interchangeablr and vastly underpaid. Second, as skill lwomes more
pivotal,issurssurroundinga~~~:ss toleamingarisr. Postsrt,ontlarvschooling
is more expensive than ewr. and college enrolhnmts have flattrnrd,
rspwia 11y for ma1rs. Less than 15 percent of Americans get any fwmal or
informal training on the job (Carnrvale and Cainrr. 1989). Moreover.
training and rxpwirncr at work are not certified or recorded and are
therefore difficult to prove. Finally, if we are to have a truly flexil)lr
workforce, American workrrs will need awhole set ofexpensive newtbenefits
grarrd to workers on the move. including portable training. portal&:
pensions, and portable family services like day care and parental leave.
c: \ltb:b:l;

lh:\

I~:I.(~l’\ll~:\‘I

Career developmmt prospects in the new economy are a crazy quilt of
possibilities. Individual prospects depend on the industry, thr occupation.
and managerial dwisions as to hovework will be organized. There arr sornp
tyyical patwns, howevcI.:
m Fretn lbsses to Brokers.Managers, professionals. and business service
workers will prosper, These bosses from the old economy will brcomr
brokers in the new economy, easing transactions in internal and external
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nrtworks, communicating new information and lraming throughout
networks, and l&ing and dewloping other rmployres.
l

More TechnicalSpecialists.Technicalspecialists will do well, whether they
are manufacturing mgineerj, health technologists, or specialized bond
tradrm in banking. Some technical specialists (e.g., radiologists, CAD/
CAM oprrators, and repair persons) will be attached to particular
technologies. Computrrand communications workers will grow in importance. Already there xr as many jobs for data entry clerks in the food and
health care industries as thrrr are jobs for farmen and health care
professionals (US. Congress, 1988, pp. 395, 398). Other technical
specialties will be associated with particular product or service lines. The
intrmational bond trader is an example. In most CBSCS,the technical
specialists will substitute for less skilled labor. The manufacturing
technician, for instance, works in combination with a powerh~l and
flexible technology that substitutes for a variety of workers-including
l&orers, material handlers, machine operators, repair workers, and even
supervisors-who, in combination, made up the work team in old line
manufacturing. In srrvices, customer service professionals armed with
computer technology will substitute for a host of service personnel who
used to be charged with information recording, safes, clerical functions,
and final service delivery.

. ~nwo~raffWorkersfo~eu~cfu~isgPe~sse/. New jobs will be created and
others rrstructurrd as networks in some industries w&e. Onr pattern is
a shift in some industrirs from a preponderance of craft workerr to a
gx:ate:r share of white-collar workrrs and technicians. For example,
packaging and processingtechnologies in the food industry will eliminate
lc~:al craft workrrs, who will be supplanted by a mix of managers,
professionals, and technicians at the pmcessingfxtq.
Boxed bref has
already stollm a march on the local butcher. A similar shift from craft to
manufacturing will occur in housing construction. Houses will incrrasingly br designed and tailored indoors by a typical manufacturing
workforce and assembled outdoors by assrmbly workers and craft
l&OP33.
n

Parfifioning of Professional Jobs. In many casts, the stand-alone
pmf~ssional’s job is being partitionrd into a job for a team of technical
specialists and paraprofessionalswhowork with a professional g~mmlist.
With the assistance of fl RXI
‘bl r 1‘nf orrnation technologies, technicians xr
taking on functions previously performed by scientists and engineers.
Senior bank manages are being assistrd by spwialized bond traden and
currmcy experts. Paraprofessional occupations art: growing in mrdicinr
and law. And ,n the new school, “ master tear herr.” and apprmticr
teachers xc: joinrd by trach& aides, media specialists, curriculum
developers, and a host of othrrs. The relationships among the new
members of the occupational team vary. Sometimes the craft model
applies. For example, the apprenticr tracher can onr day become the
master teacher. More often than not, the generalist has the biggest pay
chrck and the senior role, but in other cases, the relationships are
ambibwous. The bond trader often makes morr money than the bank
president, for instance.
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Momlatere/Fnhy. The growing importance of learning, especially schooling, has resulted in a multiplication of the lateral ports of entry into
institutions. As skill requirements become more generalized and skills
become more transferable, employees with the same education and
experience become more interchangeable between institutions. Managers,serviceworken,andnontechnicalpmfessionalsaregainingmobility,
but the skills of technical worken and other specialists are even more
transferable. For instance, bank managers may have some dificulty
transferring from one bank to another because much of a bank manager’s
experience and learning on the job are peculiar to the culture and
competitive niche of the bank. Data processing expelts and specialized
bondtraderscanmovemoreeasilyfromoneinstitutiontoanotherbecause
their experience and laming on the job are attached more to products or
technologies than to the institutions in which they work.
Sho&m?dCareerladdeaThe increasing salability of education and experience in the new economy is also shortening career ladders (Noyelle,
1989). A person cannot stti out in the mail room and end up as a
technician, band trader, or senior manager because career ladders are
tightly tied to education and the experience it leverages. To advance in an
industry or occupation, a worker must acquire the credential necessary to
get the job. Once on the job, experience leverages the individual up the
career ladder. The shortening of career ladden has important implications for employers and employees. Employers who want to bring their
own employees up through the ranks need to make substantial investmentsineducationand buildstmnglinkageswitbeducationalinstitutions
(Bailey, 19BBa).Andworkerswhowantupwadmobilityneedto
know that
hard work is not enough; upward mobility requires educational investments.

TheConwgenceofWorklife.Astechnologytakesonrepetitivephysicaland
mental tasks, employers have an increasing amount of discretion in
combining tasks into jobs. Ifemployers chooseto do so, they can continue
mass production techniques, rationalizing jobs into ever more discrete
tasks and utilizing traditional occupational hierarchies and information
technologies to monitor the work of production and service workers down
the line. Because the new technology allows geographically dispersed
networks, employers can use cheap, unskilled labor pools for repetitive
work while reserving more critical functions for central off&s. This
“respacialization” of work segregatesgod and bad jobs geographically
(Baran and Pamoos, 1986, p. 61).
For markets that demand highly standardized products or routine
services,specialized hierarc:hiesandinformationtechnologiesforrlectronic
monitoring may be appropriate. But the sale of routine services and
standardized products is declining as demands for variety, customization,
convenience, and higher quality increase. Moreover, organizing work in
mass production formats reduces the flexibility necessay to adapt and
survive in the fast-paced new economy. Often, the urge to specialize work is
a throwback to the simpleminded competitive standards ofthe old economy
and can be self-defeating. The separation of clerical, analytic, and customer
n
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service functions is a case in point. Jobs can be upgraded by combining in
a single job the tasks of entering customer information, analyzing the
information, and tailoring the product or service. Moreover, combining
functions in a single job improves customer service, decreases response
time, encourages organizational learning, and generally brings the. entire
competitive network closer to the customer.
Job responsibilities are becoming more generalized and overlapping.
Employees are spending more time interactingwith colleagues and customen. Employees and work teams in top-down hierarchies are becoming more
autonomous, yet professionals and entrepreneurs are integrated into more
tightly knit networks. The emerging result is an overall convergence of job
structures that offer both more individual discretion and greaterinterdependence.

SKILL AND
THE NEW ECONOMY
PART

VI

Theneweconomywillhaveprofoundimplicationsforthewaywewilluse
people on the job. New competitive requirements will require new job
designs, new organizational structures, and more skilled workers. New
flexible technologieswillchangeskillrequirementsand thecontext in which
skills are used at work. Ultimately, a whole new set of skills will be required,
and they will be both deeper and bmaderthan currently required skills. This
section discusses some of the factors affecting skill requirements and then
elaborates on the skills needed in the new economy.

Skill and
the New
Competitive
Framwotk

E

mployees need to be flexible in order to live with the ambiguity that
inheres in the new competitive framework. Every organization has to
find its unique strategic balance of competitive standards, and
ambiguity results from the fact that the chosen strategy can seem to
be internally inconsistent. For instance, at times, the pursuit of productivity
and timeliness can seem to be at odds with the simultaneous pursuit of
quality, variety, customization, and convenience.
Thecompetencies, knowledge,andskillsrequiredofemployeesdepend
on the mix of competitive standards the organization has embraced. At the
same time, however, every organization needs to pay attention, to some
degree, to each of the new competitive standards. For instance, every
organization has to focus on the skill requirements necessary to achieve
pmductivity increases. In the old economy, productivity was generally
achieved by automating and instituting rigid contml of work pmcesses.
Using more machinery meant fewer workers were needed, and rigid
machinery and work processes reduced skill requirements. These changes
drove down personnel costs, which increased the value of output relative to
input costs, thereby increasing productivity. The pursuit of productivity was
amatterofsimplearithmetic. Butapmductivitystrategy basedondeskilling
work and reducing personnel costs won’t work in the new economy. New,
more flexible technologies and organizational formats require more flexible
and skilled employees. Moreover, automating and deskilling work reduces
the organization’s ability to deliver on other competitive standards. In the
new economy, the simultaneous pursuit of productivity and other competitive standards requires that people be treated as assets to be developed in
order to add value, rather than as costs to be reduced. Employees capable
of improving quality require a solid grounding in the hard competencies and
job knowledge, but the softer skills are equally important. Well-prepared
people can do shoddy work or allow shoddy work to go on around them.
Ultimately, quality depends on the way people use their b&c and technical
competencies andjob knowledge and the way they interact with one another.
High quality begins when people take responsibilityformore than theirwork
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effort in their assigned responsibilities. They must accept responsibility for
the product or service before it arrives at the work station and after it moves
on in the work process. As a result, the keys to high quality are pemonal
management skills, such as the ability to achieve self-esteem by setting
personal goals and motivating oneself, as well as skills for influencing,
communicating with, and working with others upstream and downstream in
the production process.
New standards for variety, customization, convenience, and timeliness
require, above all, flexibility. To customize products and services and
provide convenience for customen, workers need both the softer communications and personal skills necessary to interact effectively with customers
and the adaptability and influencing skills necessary to bend the organization to the customers’ demands.

TheRolesof
Peopleand
Machines

C

hanging skill requirements in the new economy are also driven by
changes in technology. The impact of technology on skill requirements is best understood by analyzing humanmachine combinations on the job. There are many
facets to the relationship between people and machines at
work, and various typologies exist to assessthese different
dimensions(BaranandPanons,1986;Blackbum,Coombs,
and Green, 1985). The most useful one has been constructed by R. M. Bell, an engineer writing for the British
Engineering Industry Training Board in 1972 (Bell, 198.3).
In his study of the metalworking industy, Bell concluded
that every work activity is composed of three different work
processes:tmnsformation, the changing of shapes or states
of raw materials or work pieces; transfer, the flow or movement of materials or work pieces from one part of the
production system to another; and control, the responsibility for and physical
control over the transformation and transfer functions. Each of these three
work processes may be automated to a different degxe.
Bell’s model for describing the impact of technology on work is most
relevant to manufacturing and extractive industries, but it has broader
applicability. A parallel typology can be constructed for service industries.
In such a typulogy, the three work processes are performance, the act of
providing the service; dellvery, the process of organizing the service and
getting it to the client; and, the responsibility for and physical control over
perfomxmce and delivery.
In the context of Bell’s model, the history of human-machine combinations is characterized by two complementary trends:
n
a sequential extension of machine capabilities, first in the transformation
ofmaterial,theninthe~~ferofmat~~tnalbetweenwo~stations,andfinally
in the control of the transformation and transfer functions, and
n
an often overlooked complementary extension of the complexity and
scope of the human role in economic activity.
In the craft economy, technology was subordinate to the worker in all
aspects of the human-machine relationship. The processes of transforma-
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tion, transfer, and control were unified in the worker. The transition from
crafts to early manufacturing in the late eighteenth century to the middle of
the nineteenth century took place as individual workers in cottage industries
began substituting machines for tmls in the transformation process. In the
early days of industrialism, the transfer and control functions were still in the
hands ofpeople, usually working cooperatively in small groups (Blackbum,
Cmmbs, and Green, 1985, p. 34). As energy sources progressedfrom water
to steam and then to internal combustion and electricity, machine powerwas
increasingly used for functions like lifting, cutting, and grinding, further
substituting mechanical appaatus for human strength and dexterity in the
transformation of material.
Eventually, as the mechanization of manufacturing matured, the new
energy sources and the more powelful machines they drove increased the
speed of operation and the volume of output at individual work stations,
creating bottlenecks in the flow of materials and parts. As a result,
mechanization of the transfer of parts and materials between manufacturing
work stations became the focus of technological innovation as well as the
principal driving force in design of organizations and jobs fmm the
midnineteenth through the midtwentieth centmy.
In the modem manufacturing era, the relative importance of technology
and people in the transformation, transfer, and control functions at work
varies widely. In manufacturing, for instance, managers and professionals
utilize relatively little technology, and technical professionals use only
general-pu~osetechnologies.Thisindependencefmmtechnologyislinked
to independence from organization and job design. In contrast, production
and other nonsupervisory workers use more specialized technology to
transform and transfer material goods, and have less autonomy. Technology
and the white-collar and technical elites exercisecontrol overotheremployees working through carefully designed hirrarchies and work rules.
The penetration of technology in service work has evolved more slowly.
The service sector grew rapidly along with industrialization, but it proved
difficult to mechanize the performance of services, and even more difficult
to mechanize delivery and control. New tools and job aids improved
performance, but the rationalization of service work has been achieved lrss
by mechanization than by adopting organizational and managerial practices
from the more technology-intensive sectors.
Because service functions are diflicult to automate, nonsupervisory
worken in services are less subservient to technology, organizational
stluctures,andjobdesignsinthrperformanceandcontrolfunctions
thanare
manufacturing workers. Yet at the same time, the basic differences between
supervisory and nonsupervisory workers in manufacturing are mirrored in
service delivery: White-collar elites are relatively independent of organizationalstructureandrestrictivejobde:si~ns,andnonsupervisoryworkerrtend
to work with more job-specific technologies and are more constrained by
organizational structure and careful job design.
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n recent yeas, we have needed to make a qualitative leap in use of
human-machine combinations at work in order to satisfy new competitive standards. As aresult, technology has supplanted the human partner
in some tasks. For example, in manufacturing, programmable machines
have superseded human skill in many aspects of transformation of materials. The skilled machinist and tool and die maker are being replaced by
computer-based machinery because the new technologies impmve precision and thereby improve quality. Also, the new information technologies
allow faster setup and repmgramming and thereby encourage timeliness,
variety, and customization. In addition, information technologies have
revolutionized the transfer of parts and materials, allowing just-in-time
production. Information technologies have also improved control functions
because of the pmgrammability of information networks as well as their
ability to monitor performance and communicate bath within the organization and with suppliers and customers.
The role of technology has also expanded in service industries. In some
cases, such as long-distance calling and the automated teller machine, the
new technology has almost completely automated performance, delivery,
and control.
The broadened scope of economic activity is expanding the mles and
demanding more of both machines and people in manufacturing and
services. While technologies, especially information-based technologies,
have expanded the technical role in all aspects of economic activity, the
human partner has taken on higher-order control functions necessary to
deploy new technologies effectively and operate in a more complex work
environment.
Therefore, the advance of technology in the new economy does not
necessarily represent a gmwing dominance of machines at work. Substantial
evidence to the contrary shows a gmwing preponderance of high-skill jobs
intheeconomyasawhole,as wellasincreasingskillrequirements in&sting
jobs (Johnston and Lawrence, 1988; Spenner, 1985; Kutscher, 1989; Baran
and Parjons, 1986).
In part, confusion over the impacts of new technologies at work stems
from our inability to understand the dynamics of skill change. The combination of human and machine capital is not a “zero-sum game,” in which
winners can gain only at the expense of losers. Jobs are not fixed sets of tasks
to be divided among machines and people. Both the complexity and the
scope of jobs change over time. An expanded technical role in economic
activity does not necessarily signal a reduction in human contributions.
Instead, when the complexity of work is increasing, as it is now, a commensurate increase in the quality of both technical and human elements is
usually required. In theory, the advance of information technologies permits
employer institutions to operate effectively with small elite corps of whitecollar and technicalemployeesandevensmallergmupsofworkers whohave
been reduced to passive machine tendem monitored by video surveillance
and computers. Such a strategy can speed up production or service delivery
and reduce costs, thereby increasing productivity, and is consistent with the
market demands and organizational structures of mass production. However, there is growing evidence that this strategy does not exploit technical
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potential fully and is inappropriate to the new competitive requirements
(Adler, 1988; Hirschhorn, 1988).
Typing pools and other kinds of electronic sweatshops are examples of
inappropriate use of the new technology in services. In manufacturing, the
recent introduction of numerical1y controlled machine tools is a particularly
instructive case in point. Numerically controlled machine tools were
originally sold as labor-saving substitutes for mass pmduction technologies
to increase productivity and save on labor costs. Employers have since
discovered that having more skilled labor use these tools more flexibly
increases the ability to provide high-quality, small-batch, varied, and
tailored products and eventually improves productivity, quality, speed, and
convenience (Piore and S&l, 1984, p. 54; Adler, 1988, p. 9).
The dynamic ofautomation is entirely different in the new economy than
in mass production. Employers wedded to old habits of mind are tempted to
deploy the new technology to reduce labor costs, not realizing the importance
of the new competitive standards. These employers are competing in the old
economy, not the new one in which flexible technologies are raising the ante
on general skill requirements. Generally, the new automation eliminates or
subsumes repetitive intellectual tasks in much the same way previous
mechanization eliminated or took over repetitive physical tasks. For every
task surrendered, however, there are new responsibilities generated for
exploiting the flexible capabilities of the technology. Moreover, the more
flexible and powerful the machinery, the more employees, work teams, and
organizations must increase their skills to deploy it.
Of course, not all employees benefit from the new technology. Some
existing tasks and responsibilities are eliminated, some are subsumed, and
others are added. Typically, technical change in manufacturing has hxmed
middle-aged machine operatom in the Midwest and has helped younger
technicians and service personnel in trade-sensitive coastal economies. In
services, the new technology has reduced opportunities for offLx personnel
who record, store, update, and transmit information and increased opportunities for front-office service workers. Moreover, the progress of technical
change is rarely smooth. Partial automation can create low-skilled jobs that
offer little opportunity for upward mobility while they last, and little
transferable human capital when they are eliminated. For instance, the
partial automation of phone service has reduced skill requirements for
operators and increased electronic monitoring of their work.
Our inability to fully appreciate and respond to the skill requirements
of new technologies in the new economy is compounded by our limited
definitions of skill. Skill is not a homogeneouscommodity. Work skills can
be sorted loosely into two broad categories: skills related to technical
complexity and skills related to scope of action.
TECHNICAL COMPLEXRY
Skills associated with the technical complexity ofwork are the hard bits
of knowledge and physical movements necessary to perform specific tasks.
These skills include cognitive information-remembered and appliedlike thecarpenter’s knowledgeoffractions and the hand-to-eye coordination
necessary for sawing straight lines. The more the knowledge and physical
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talent are applied, the more they are transformed from pure cognition to
know-how, or expertise. The machinist, for instance, combines a basic
knowledge of computation and hand-to-eye coordination, deepening these
skills over long periods of time until achieving the expert status of tool and
die maker.
Skills associated with technical complexity are those most immediately
affected by automation. The mass production economy reduced dexterity to
simple physical movements to be mimicked by machines. Information
technology goes a step further, reducing repetitive thought processes or
branching logic to software. In the new economy, the role of technology is
increasing in a broad array of jobs. At the same time, however, the new
economy seems to be demanding a higher level of technical complexity in
thehumanroleinagmwingpmpoltionofjobs.Forinstance,inthetraditional
mass production workplace, the machinist had to have depth of skill,
principally in hand-to-eye coordination. In the manufacturing workplace of
the new economy, the technician who substitutes for the machinist needs
skills with much greater technical complexity. The modern manufacturing
technician also needs deeper reading and writing skills in order to lean and
communicate in an environment where the pace ofchange is faster, products
are more varied, and there is a premium on speedyinnovation and response
times. The modem technician also needs deeper math skills than the
traditional machinist in order to work with flexible technologies whose
operations are based on arithmetic and branching logic, as well as to monitor
quality of output using mathematically based readouts.
Some increases in the technical complexity of human work result from
learning requirements peculiar to particular employer institutions. Each
employer’s technologies, human-machine combinations, and products are
unique. Technical changes resulting in new work processesand procedures
require constant updating of employer-specific technical knowledge. Variety in a product requires greatly expanded product knowledge. The pmliferation of computer-based technology also increases the need for
understanding in-house softwae.
SCOPE OF ACTION
Thescopeofactioninajobisindicated bytherangeofactivitiesinvolved
in getting the job done effectively. By way of contrast, technical complexity
in a job generally requires greater depth of skill, whereas expanding scope
of action in a job requires greater breadth of skill. To continue the previous
example,ne:w,morepowerfultechnologieshaveassumedrepetitivephysical
and intellectual tasks, and the manufacturing technician has assumed an
rxpandedscopeofresponsibilityforproductivity,quality,andspeednotonly
at his or her assigned work station but also upstream and downstream in the
work process. The technician has also assumed responsibility for deploying
the technology flexibly to produce a greater variety and more tailored set of
products. To manage the greater scope of action on the job, the technician
needs broader skills than the machinist. For instance, to operate beyond his
or her work station, the technician needs a new set of interpemonal and
organizational skills. To cope with change and variety, the technician needs
learning and problem-solving skills.
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The human scope of action which can expand or contract as a result of
technical change, can usually be measured by the extent to which a job
unifies the design, execution, and contml of the work. Scope of action was
extensive in the jobs of the craft economy. In the mass production economy,
scope of action was extensive for white-collar and technical elites but not for
workers down the line. The mass production economy shattered the unity of
work for the sake of &ciency. In the new economy, scope of action is
expanded in order to exploit more flexible technologies and satisfy more
intense and expanding competitive requirements. The unity of design,
execution, and control is returning.

TheChanging
Dimensions
of Skill
in the New
Economy

epth and breadth are not the only dimensions of skill that are
changing. For instance, the context for using skill is changing. Skills
in the emerging economy are increasingly peripheral to hands-on
work. Moreover, the context for using skill is shifting from repetitive
applications to more sporadic and exceptional uses. In addition, the content
of skill requirements is shifting from job-specific to more general capabilities, fmm “h&x”
concrete skills to “softer” more abstract skills, and from
objectivecap&ilities tomorepersonal skills. Finally, skill requirements CIIIZ
beginning to converge as they become less job specific and are utilized in
more fluid contexts. More and more of us spend our time at work doing the
same sorts of things.
FROM HANDS-ON TO HANDS-OFF
As technology subsumes more and more of the hands-on and repetitive
aspects of work, human labor becomes more peripheral to the actual
f&r&ion
of goodsand delivery of services. In manufzturing, for instance,
our traditional team on the factory floor included a machinist, maintenance
penon, laborer, materials handler, assembler, and supervisor. Each of these
workers had a direct hands-on relationship with products and materials a
they moved through the pmduction process. The machinist transformed the
shapes or states of materials or parts. The maintenance person adjusted and
maintained the machinery by manipulating its parts. The laborer and
materials handlertransferred work pieces or materials from work site to work
site. The assembler put pieces of products together. The supervisor monitored the work flow, balancing output at sequential work stations to avoid
bottlenecks.
Today a single technician who works with more powerful automated
technology can replace all these employees. The technician works through
control boards and softwze in a hands-off relationship with the pmduct. He
or she programs and maintains information-based technologies that have
subsumed all the other hands-on tasks of the old working team, with the
possible exception of maintenance.
As technology subsumes hands-on tasks, manufacturing institutions
shed direct labor. Fewer employeesare involved in hands-on production, but
morearededicated toservicefunctions peripheral to thepmductionprocess.
The challenge to manufacturing skill in the new economy is not so much to
make the widget but to make it with quality and variety, to tailor it for the
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consumer, to deliver state-of-the-art versions of the widget fast and conveniently in a complex global economy, and to win the race up the learning
curve to improve the widget. The labor and skill involved in these processes
have less and less to do with hands-on production.
Theperipheralizationoflaborisalsocharacteristicofservicesinthenew
economy. Labor-intensive tasks associated with collecting, recording, analyzing, and communicating information are increasingly subsumed in
information-based or communications technology. As a result, service
employees spend mire time face-to-face with co-workers or clients, designing and performing an expanded variety of services that are tailored to
clients’ needs and delivered conveniently.
The banking industry is a gwd example. In the bank of the 195os, most
ofthe humancapitalwasutilizedtocollect,analyze,andpmcessinformation.
Fmntline personnel, principally tellers, were passive ciphers who passed
customerinformationbacktomainframedataprocessingcenters.Acomplex
hierarchy of administrative control and work rules ensured the integrity of
financial information and bank services. At the middle and top of the
hierarchy were bank officers. ‘Ihe officers sifted and assessed financial
information to make deliberate and responsible decisions. Face-to-face
customization of services was rare, apart from the essentially passive role of
the tellers, and was provided by c&ers located only in the middle and upper
ranges of the bank hierarchy.
In the financial services institutions of the new economy, in contrast,
fmntline penonnel armed with the new information and communications
technology work face-to-face with customers to fashion tailored financial
service packages. The central collection, recording, analysis, and communication of financial information that SOpreoccupied the bank of the 1950s
has changed radically. Information technology has been “distributed”
throughout the organization. The traditional flow of information from the
customer to the backmom data processing operation and up the organizational hierarchy has been deemphasized. Instead, a shared information
network nmves information to the interface with the customer or other
operational pressure points as necessary. The bank’s varied products and
services have been incorporated in user-friendly software that is invisible to
the financial services worker and customer, who work together to tailor
offerings to the customer’s specific needs.
FROM SPECIFIC TO GENERAL SKILLY
Asthenewtechnologyautomatesthetediousandrepetitivephysicaland
mental tasks in every job and work becomes more peipheral to hands-on
functions, skill requirements become less job specific and more general. For
instance, at the most personal level, the ability to adapt to a changing variety
of products and situations requires self-possession barn of self-esteem and
theabilitytosetgoalsandmotivateoneselftoachieve
them. Flexibilityinthe
varied and changing environments of the new economy also requires a solid
foundation in reading, writing, and computational skills, as well as the
capacity to learn, solve problems, and be creative. Expanded scope of action
onthejobrequires theability tojuggleavarietyofresponsibilitiesandtasks.
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Organizational formats ty+cal of the new economy also require general
skills. The substitution of flexible networks for top-down hierarchies means
employees need interpersonal skills to get along with customers and coworkers; listening and oral communications skills to rnsure effective
interaction; negotiation and teamwork skills to be effective members of
working groups; leadership skills to take charge when needed to move work
teams forward; and organizational skills to utilize effectively the work
processes, procedures, and culture of the employer institution (Camevale,
Gainer, and Meltzer, 1989; Carnevale, Gainer, and Meltzer, 1990). More
flexible organizational formats in combination with more powerful and
flexible technologies also grant individual employees greater autonomy at
work. Employees need sufficient self-management, goal-setting, and motivational skills to handle this new autonomy.
Themoreflexibleorganizationalformatsalsotendtoreducejobsecurity.
At best, employers can guarantee employment security but not job security.
At wont, employees will be forced to change employers and jobs frequently
throughout their careers. As a result, employees need the general skills
necessary to move among jobs and to take responsibility for their own
personal and career development.
FROM THE CONCRETE TOTHE ABSTRACT
Skill requirements are also shifting from the concrete to the abstract
(Bailey, 19BBa,pp. 22-23; Adler, 1988, p. 18; Z&off, 1988). Increasingly,
jobsrequirethat workersspendmoretimesittinginfrontofcomputerscreens
wrestling with abstractions or interacting with colleagues, suppliers, or
customers.
As scope of responsibility expands and work becomes more hands-off,
the individual worker must be able to conceptualize products and services
and understand the impact of his or her work on production and service
processes.In such an environment, physical tasks become
mental tasks and thinking becomes procedural. As work
becomes more abstract, higher-order conceptual skills
become more important, as do communications skills for
making the &tract more concrete.
GETI?NG PERSONAL
In the mass market economy, employees were largely
responsible for their own work effort and the technical
quality of their own output. In the new economy, human
responsibilities have been reintegrated at higher levels:
Individual workers are responsible for the integrity of whole work prwessrs
and final products and services (Adler, 1988). Employees in the new
economy need specialized competencies, but also more holistic skills such
as self-management and interpersonal skills.
In the new economy, jobs are more social. The decline of hierarchy and
the growing importance of informal networks, the substitution of continuous
proc:e:ssesandsharrdinformationforsequentialworkprocesses,theincrr~ing overlap of roles and work assignments, and the increasing interaction
with co-worken and customerr all increase thr importance of social
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interaction at work. Like craft workers, employees in the new economy are
concerned with broad aspects or the totality of the work process. But unlike
autonomous craft workers, rmployees in the new economy are memben of
working teams. Both the shoemaker and the computer programmer have.
deep technical skills, but the context in which they operate is entirely
different. For the computer programmer and a growing share of worken,
work is a collective process. Each individual’s effoa has a reciprocal effect
on the efforts of others. In tightly integrated just-in-time manufacturing or
extractive industries, one technician’s mistake can affect all other workers.
In service functions, incorrect data entry by one employee pollutes the data
base for everybody else.
As employees become more interdependent, the softer social skills
become more important. The technical knowledge necessay to perform a
task must be accompanied by the more complex capability for playing roles
inth~:contextofagroup.ThefundamentalsocialskiBistheability
tomanage
oneself. Self-esteem is the tapmot to effective management,andself-loathing
is the most fundamental impediment to successful interaction with others.
Self-awareness is also critical to self-management. Employees need to
understand their limits, ability to cope, and impact on others. The ability to
set goals and motivate oneself to achieve is critical to being a team member;
lack of motivation or goal-setting skills can create an undercurrent that can
undermine team accomplishments.
As the frequency of personal interaction with co-workem and customers
increases,theabilitytocommunicatealsobecomescrucial:Employeesmust
be able to listen and express themselves orally and in writing. If individuals
are to be effective in groups, they need go4 interpersonal, negotiation, and
teamwork skills. Interpersonal skills include the ability to judge the
appropriateness of behavior and to cope with undesirable behavior, stress,
and ambiguity. Negotiation skills are necessay to manage and defuse
ptentially harmful disagreements. Teamwork skills include the ability to
cope with and understand the value in different work styles, cultures, and
perjonalitiesofteammemhe:rsandtoprovideandacceptfeedbac:kconstructively.
As work becomes more of a social process, the ability to influence coworkers also becomes more important. Influencing skills include both
organizational effectiveness and leadenhip skills. Each organization is a
tapestry of implicit and explicit power structures. To be effective inside the
organization, the employee needs to understand bath. Without this understanding, leadership skills are misplaced; they can even be counterpmductive if they end up as barriers to strategic organizational goals or positive
change processes.At its most elementay level, leadership means the ability
to influence other people. As group processes increase in importance,
leadershipskills becomecriticalforevelyemployeefromthechiefexecutive
to the line worker.
FROM REPE~ON TO HANDLING EXCEFTIONS
Becausetherea~hofte:chnologyissubsumingrepetitiveworkfunctions,
human capital is used more and more to handle exceptions to routine
production and selvice delivery. People are called upon less often, but the
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technical complexity of the required work can be very deep. For this reason,
andbecauseoftheexpandedscopeofactioncharacteristicofworkinthenew
economy, people require a reservoir of deep skill to be called upon for
sporadic application in exceptional circumstances. Like the sentry, the
employee in the new economy usesdeep skills rarely, but the consequences
are disastrous if the skills aren’t there when needed. For example, the
modern manufacturing technician in combination with more powerful and
flexible technology replaces as many as four other employees who used to
makeuptheoldasse~ly-lineshop-floorteaminlow-techmanufac:turingthe machinist, materials handler, maintenance person, and supervisor. The
technology actually performs most of the tasks, but the technician is
responsible fordeploying, monitoring, and problem solvingwhen necessary.
As a result, the technician requires a greater breadth and depth of skill than
the traditional manufacturing employee whose work was more consistent
and repetitive.
technical elites have always been required to have
reserve skills that are deeprr and broader than everyday skills. Amply
educated and assigned to jobs that demand competence in a constantly
changing variety of situations, they learn to juggle changing assignments,
adapt to changing demands, and tailor actions to the specifics of the situation
at hand. Managers neither hire nor fire very often, but they need to be able
to perform these functions flexibly and competently. Technical elites are not
asked for new ideas very often, but they need a reservoir of skill to call on
when creative leaps are required. The critical difference in the new economy
is that both our elites and our nonsupervisory workers need a reservoir of
skills that are deeper and broader than usually required on the job.
The industrial worker, for instance, often spends long periods of time
monitoring abstract representations of work processeson computer screens
or electronic control boards. Yet the industrial sentry is asked to do much
more than stand, watch, and wait. He or she needs sufficient reserve skill to
adapt to technical and work process changes, recobmize and respond to
anomalies, maintain and repair the equipment, and occasionally reprogram
technologies to produce variety and customize products. Moreover, the
industrial sentry needs to be alert and able to capture quality and &cirncy
improvrments and develop new applications.
Service workerr, like industrial workers, need robust reserve skills in
ordrrtocopewithchange,tailorsrrvice, handleexceptions,andc:apturenrw
learning on the job. They also need to interact closely with customerr. For
instance, it is relatively simple to operate a cash register, but providing good
customer service requires more. In the financial, real estate, and insurance
markets, every customer is an exception to the rule when marketing, selling,
and packaging. Similarly, education workers must respond to students’
different learning styles, and health care workers treat unique medical
problems.
Whatdoemployeesneedintheirbagofreservrskillstohandleagrowing
stream ofunprecedented situations at work? F&t, they need the intellectual
and emotional flexibility necessary to adapt to change and dissimilar
situations. Central to flrxibility is the ability to learn-to keep up with
change, to know what needs to be learned, and to learn it without disrupting
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performance. Second, becauseofconstantly changing situations, employees
must be able to cope with ambiguity. Finally, the ability to solve problems
and creativity also are important because skills are constantly being
challenged in novel situations (Camevale, Gainer, and Meltzer, 1989).
Intheneweconomy,bothjobsandtheirskiIlrequirementsarebecoming
more alike. As the preceding discussion indicates, there is a trend for
required skills to be hands-off, general, abstract, personal in content, and
applied in the context of groups and unique situations. In addition, the
expansion in service functions in manufacturing and natural resource
industries, in combination with the increasing dominance of the service
sector, ensures that a growing proportion of us need the broad, abstract,
flexible skills typically required in service jobs.
Skill convergence is driven from the top down and the bottom up. There
is a compression of skill as supervisors, managers, and technical personnel
surrender autonomy to nonsupervisory workers and as nonsupervisory
employees take on more general assignments. The need to provide tailored
goods and services conveniently and design and install incremental improvements and new applications drives elite managerial and technical
functions down the line, because frontline workers are best situated to
perform these functions. The convergence of skill is being driven from the
bottom up as well. The more flexible and powerhd technologies free up
nonsupervisory labor for more general responsibilities. In addition, in order
to take advantage of these technologies, employen are developing more
flexible work processes,resulting in further increases in autonomy down the
line.

Howto ReadThisChart Independence
at workvariesgreatlyamongthetypicaltypesofwork
organizations.
InIhepreindustrial
crafteconomy,
theartisanwasautonomous.
Inmodernmass
produclionandservicedeliverystructures,
allemployees
dependontheirstatusin theorganizational
hierarchy
fortheirrelativeindependence
onthejob.Inmassproductionstructures,
while-collar
and
technicaleliteshavethemostdiscretionbecauseof theirbroadassignments.
Skilledtradeemployers
alsohaveconsiderable
discretionin massproductionbutonlywithintheirtechnicaldomain.Blue-collar
production
employees
havethenarrowest
taskassignments
andtheleastdiscretion.Servicestructures
aresimilarto manufacturing.
White-collar
andtechnicalelitesin serviceorganizations
enjoyrelatively
morediscretion
thannonsupervisory
serviceworkers.Atthesametime,however,
nonsupervisory
employees
in servicesenjoymoreindependence
thanblue-collar
productionworkersbecauseit is
inherently
moredifficultto standardize
sewicework.Workers
intheindependent
sectorenjoyconsiderable
discretionat work.Theyareoftenself-employed
or workin organiralions
sufficiently
smallsothaljob
asslgnmenls
arebroad.In theneweconomy,
thereis a convergence
of workseltingstowardinlegraled
networks
01people,workteams,andorganizalions.
Networks
in theneweconomyincreasetheinters
dependence
of allpeopleatworkwhileallowingmoreindependence
lor individuals
andworkteams.
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FIGURE2 Characteristicsof Peopleat Workin TypicalProductionand ServiceDeliverySystems
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he discussion thus far has enumerated a variety of skills required
ofworken in the new economy. This section discusses these skills
one hy one. In each case, skill is defined and the following questions

areanswered:

Why is the skill important in the new economy?
What is the cuniculum?
What constitutes competency?

‘I’IIK

.AC~~I)E:MIC

R-\sIc:s:

RE:.~DIN(::

Reading skills needed for work are developed on three Irvels: (1) basic
literacy-the
ability to decode and comprehend written material; (2)
reading-to-d~theahilitytoutilize
hasicreadingskills,short-termmemoly,
and information processing to locate printed information for immediate use;
and (3) reading-to-learn and reading-to-d-the
ability to “se haic literacy
skills in conjunction with long-term memory and writing,
computation, learning, adaptability, and job-specific skills
in order to decode, problem solve, or troubleshoot.

Whyis Readinglmportentin the NewEcommy?On average,

American workers spend from 1.5 to 2 hours every working
day reading forms, charts, manuals, electronic display
screens, and general literature. In the new economy, reading skill requirements will increase and deepen because
the growing complexity and scale of global economic
activity will require more written communication. Also, the
expanding reach and complexity of electronic: and organizational networks will require more reading to stay in touch. Better reading
skills will he needed to stay abreast of change, foster incremental improvements, and accelerate innovation. In addition, the infusion of information
technologies will require more reading from operating and repair manuals
and elrctron1c scIxe”s.
WmtistheCmriculunr?A
curriculum for reading on the joh should he specific
to the workplace in which the reading skill will he used. Successful
workplace curriculums should:
n
develop basic literacy skills such as recognizing and understanding
common joh-related words as well as comprehending sentences and
paragraphs;
= develop reading-to-do skills such as identifying details and specific
actions in context, locating relevant information in context, and using
charts, diagrams, and schematics; and
n
develop reading-to-lean skills such as synthesizing written information
from several sources and inferring meaning from texts that do not
explicitly provide the required infotmation.
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M&CorrPtlMeC~~y?Every
American needsto read at a fourth-grade
levelinordertodecodethesimplestwritteninformation,suchaswamingand
traffic signs. Reading skill beyond the fourth-grade level provides improvements in comprehension and expands the number of words that the reader
can decode. The fibgrade reading level is the minimum necessary to
qualify for military service. However, substantial evidence suggests that a
fifth-grade reading level is less than adequate for work.
About one-third of American workers--frontline employees working at
the point of production and service delivery and at the interface with
customers, machine operators, and service workers-require reading skills
at the eighth-grade level to comprehend work orders, forms, and manuals.
Another third--skilled workers, craft workers, manufacturing technicians, health care technologists (e.g., radiologists), secretaries, and computer programmers-require reading skill beyond the eighth-grade level,
probably at the average level of people with two yea of postsecondary
education. These workers need to he able to master complex manuals and
other materials associated with their responsibilities at work and necessary
to keep up in their areas of technical expertise.
Another third of American workers-professionals, managers, and
scientists-require reading skill at the college-graduate level. These elite
employees require a higher level of reading competency in order to stay
&east of changing professional and technical information.
In all cases, individuals must he able to apply reading skills in the
context of a task or job responsibility; competency is measured by performance of a tik rather than by direct tests of reading ability. At work, people
decode forms, phrases, and ahhreviated technical language, not the fully
developed information they learned to read at school. Comprehension at
workrequirestheability tounderstandwrittencues.Therefore,standardsfor
reading skills at work need to he set afterassessingthe context in which these
skills areto he applied. Evidence shows that individuals in performance-and
competency-hasedinstructionalformatsac:hieve masterywhen theydemonstrate correct performance 75 percent to 80 percent of the time.
THE ACADEMIC BASICS: WRITINGAT WORK
Writing at work involves a two-stage process: (1) prewriting-topic
selection, preparation, and accessing and organizing information; and (2)
writing--spelling, penmanship, reading, editing, and revising.
My is Writinglmp&ni in the MewEcenemy? Rapid change and the growing
complexityofinfbrmationnetworksinsideandoutsideorganizationsrequire
better writing skills from a growing share of American workers. Only &out
8.4 percent of the averageemployee’s communicating time is spent writing,
yet writing is most often used at critical junctures in the work process.
Written communications hecome part of a relatively permanent information
base;they~~sharedandusedtoinformandguidepeopleinsideandoutsidr
organizationsovertime. 1naccurateoruncle:arwritingcanpollute theshared
information base and &ect the quality and efficiency ofwork upstream and
downstream.
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Whatis the Cmricu/um?Work-related writing cuniculums are unlike the

traditional classroom approach, which focuses on creativity and full development of thoughts in essays. Curriculums for writing at work emph&ze a
distillation of information in formats that often ignore the academic standards for quality and grammar. Effective work-related writing curriculums
should:
1 devrlop writing skills oriented toward applications and job performance;
l
conduct exercises on transferring information, such as writing key words
and standardized sentences, and entering information on forms; and
n
conduct exercises on recording actions and transactions, identifying the
intent of the writing and understanding the reading audience, outlining
sequences and structures, and providing brief, accurate, and clear
descriptions.
WlratConstiMaC~~cflThe
essential standards for writing at work are
brevity, clarity, and accuracy. Most writing at work involves transcribing key
terms and standard sentences: 42 percent involves filling out prepared
forms; 25 percent requires recording, summarizing, or using language
peculiartospecificoccupationsandjohs;23perrentinvolveswritingmemos
and letten; and only 10 percent is dedicated to writing academic-style
reports and articles. Therefore, an individual’s mastery of writing on the job
is tied to work-related competencies.
THE ACADEMIC BASICS: COMPUTATION
There are five elements of computational skill required at work: (1)
quantification-the
ability to read and write numben, put numbers in
sequence, and recognize whether one number is larger or smaller than
another; (2) computing-the ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide;
(3) me~urement and estimation-the ability to measure time, distance,
length, volume, height, weight, velocity, and speed and use such measurements; (4) quantitative comprehension-the ahility to organize data into
quantitative formats; and (5) quantitative problem solving-the ability to
recognize and set up the problem and compute the answer.
my is Computation
importantin tie UewEconomy?
New organizational, competitive, and technical requirements at work require higher computational
skill levrls. Flexihle and decentralized organizations and networks are
becoming integrated by complex, shared information systems that rely on
quantitative measures of markets, performance, and quality. Pmducts and
services are increasingly customized, requiring employees to constantly
reset quantities and dimensions for production and delively. New flexible
technologies and softwze require mathematical skill to utilize their logically
patterned cap&lit&
fully.

WhatistheCurriculum?Almost 75 percent of Americans are computationally

literate. Most Americans know how to quantify, compute, and measure, but
can’t apply what they know. As a result, workplace computational skills are
best taught in an applied fashion. In school, mathematics is taught as an end
in itself, as a sequence of operations from the simplest to most complex,
followed hy drill and practice on the mathematical operations themselves.
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next. Improvements in customer service also require effective communication skills. Moreover, new organizational formats and technologies also
require better communication skills. Flexiblenetworks relyoncommunication in order to integrate work efforts effectively. As new technologies take
onrepetitivephysicalandintellectualtasks,employeeswilIspendmoretime
communicating with co-workers and customers.

COMMUNICATION:
WAKING SKILIZ
Speaking skills neededforwork can he broken down into three areas: (1)
nonverbalskills-bdylanguageandappearance,
whichdeliver55percent
of the meaning in face-to-face communication; (2) vocal skills-rate, pitch,
and loudness, which transmit 38 percent of the message in face-to-face
communication and 70 percent to 90 percent of the message over the
telephone; and (3) verbal skills-language, which transmits only 7 percent
of the message,hut tends to he worth more later, when the listener gets past
nonverbal and vocal characteristics in the communication process.
wlrat k ttre Cumhdun?The
curriculum for speaking is as follows:
n
build awareness of individual communication style using the Myers
IntroductiontoType(MlTI’),Perfonnax’sPersonalMatrixSystem(PPMS),
and the Communication Skills Self-Assessment Exam (CSSAE);
learn to value different communication styles by participating in group
n
exercises; and
m leamtoadjustcommunicationstyletomeet thedemandsofdifferent work
situations by participating in group exercises and role playing.
~~~tutesc~c~erearethreeareasofcompetenceinspeaking
skills:
individuals must be able to get a point across in a way that has a desired
n
impact on others.
individuals must he able to use available instrumentation (MITT, PPMS,
n
CSSAE) for tracking individual progress, setting performance goals, and
deepening self-awareness.
workers must know how to obtain and use formal and informal feedback
n
from superiors, peers, and customers as a means of measuring competence and progress.

COMMUNICATION:
IETENINC SKII,I~S
Listening skills for work involve receiving and assigning meaning to
aural stimuli.

Mat is tire Cmricukm?Thereis a distinct cuniculum for listening skills:

developawarenessofaltemativelisteningstyIesusingtheSequentialTest
of Educational Pmgress (STEP), the Watson-Barker Listening Test
(WBLT), the Attitudinal Listening Profile System (ALPS), orthe CAUSE
For Listening (CAUSE);
n
assessindividual listening style;
= learn to reduce environmental and interpersonal harriers to effective
listening at work; and
n
learn to listen actively.
n
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WhatConstitutesCompelency?Competmce in listening skills can be measured as follows:
n
workem should obtain formal and informal feedback from superion,
peers, and customers as a means of measuring competence and progress.
n
instrumentation, including STEP, WBLT, ALPS, and CAUSE, is useful
in trsting awarrnrss and skill.

Adaptability:
Problem
Solvingand
Creative
Thinking

WhyareAobptalrii~SkillslntportantintheAn
organization’sability
to owrcome bxrirrs to achieve productivity and quality improvements; to
drvrlop new applications for existing technologies, products, and services;
and to manage variety and customization of products and services depends
on the problem-solving and creativr abilities of its employees. In addition,
new flexible organizational formats require equally flexible workrrs and
work teams cap&r of solving problrms on thrir own.
Moreover, as trchnology takes on rrprtitive work, workers
spaxl morr of thrir timr using their problem-solving and
creativity skills to handle exceptions to robtine mental and
physical tasks.

ADAFTABILITY: PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS
Problem solving is the ability to bridge the gap between
what is and what ought to be:.Problem-solving skills include
the ability to recognize and define problems, invrnt and
implement solutions, and track and evaluate results.

Whatis the Curricu/urn?Thecurriculum for problem solving includes developing knowledgr of one’s own problem-solving style and capabilities,
rxploting alternative problem-solving styles and techniques, and learning
problem-solving techniqurs to be used individually and in groups. A typical
curriculum must do the following:
n
assessindividual styles using the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator and the
Hwrmann Brain Dominance Instrument;
l
teach how to rrcognizr, define, and organ&r problems using (1) ordersequence and arrangement of things and ideas, (2) strocturconnections between things and ideas, (3) relation-how things and ideas
interact, (4) level~epth of focus, and (5) point of view;
n
explore thr thinking tools for problrm solving, such as (1) deductionmovingfmm thr gmcal to the particular, (2) induction-moving from the
particular to thr gaxral, (3) lateral thinking-thinking
intuitively, (4)
dialectical thinking-holding
conflicting points of view, (5) unfreezing
(reframing+xccepting new paints of view, and (6) critical-reflective
thinking-reflrcting
while doing;
n
explore group processes and techniques, including (1) brainstormingsharing ideas, (2) synectics- leader-directed problem solving, (3)
nominal group techniques-facilitated
group problem solving among
perrr, (4) systems and force field analysis-reviewing a problem’s
context, (5) orientation-analyzing group problem-solving styles, and (6)
controlled orientationAeveloping a group consensus on the statement
of the problem; and
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teach problem-solving processes, such as the Jut-anModel, the Friedman
and Yxborough Comprehensive Model, the Workplace Basics Model,
problem analysis, investigating assumptions, identifying tentative solutions, evaluating alternative solutions, and selecting and implmmmting a
solution and using feedback to modify it.

whst COnstitutesCnmpefancy?Problem solving involves several competenties:
n
workers should be aware of alternative problem-solving styles.
n
worken should understand how to recognize, define, and analyze problems.
n
workers should be familiar with problem-solving tools as well as systematic individual and group processes for problem solving.
Because problems do not come neatly packaged for resolution by
standard techniques, competency is ultimately measured by proven performance on the job. Tests for problem-solving ability should he performance
oriented and competency bawl.
AIIAPTABILSTY: CREATIVITY SKlLlS
Theability tosolveproblemsinvolve:sasignificantmeasureofcrrativity.
Creativity is a continuum of thinking and application including (1) creative
thinking-breaking
traditional patterns of thought, (2) inventivenessturning a creative ide:a into practical applications, and (3) innovationapplymg a creative idea.
Wlratisf&Cuniculum?Creativity curriculumspresumeadepthofknowledge
and experience in a particular subject area and teach the &lity to reframe
traditional patterns of thinking and doing. Curriculums:
l
develop thinking skills in two categories: rational thinking skills and
intuitive thinking skills, and
1 develop the escape logical and sequential thought patterns.
what Con.stitute~Competency?Measures of competency in creativity should
show whether employees can think creatively, invent applications,
and install innovations at work. Creativity is demonstrated
in specific domains and subject areas, and therefore
should be measured by performance-based standards.

Developmental
Skills:
Sell Esteem,
GoalSetting,
Motivation,
and Personal
and Career
Development

DF:VELOPMENTAI. SKILL5 SELF ESTEEM
Self-esteem skills needed for work are based on the
ability to maintain a realistic and positive self-image.

Whyk Self-Esteem
Importantin the MewEconomy?A positive
self-image gives an individual a firm foundation to reach nxximum potential
both on and off the job. New and more intense standards for organizational
performance require each employee to have a strong, positive sense of self.
Accepting responsibility for organizational pe&mance beyond one’s formal work assignment is necessary to ensure high quality and requires a
positive self-image. Self-esteem is also necessary to manage the growing
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intensity of interaction with co-workers and customers. Increased personal
autonomy requires self-confident workem Overall, the capacity to cope with
thefastparrofchangeatworkdemandsemployeeswho~~confdentintheir
own abilities.

Wfmfis the Currhxdum?The cuniculum for self-esteem uses experience,

reflection, and counseling to help the employee:
build self-awareness, including awareness of his or her own skills and
abilities, impact on others, and emotional capacity and personal needs;
n
build a positive and realistic self-image; and
n
build self-esteem.
l

W~~~~COISH~I&SC~CJ?T~~ skills that lead to greater self-esteem are
highly personal and diverse. Therefore, competency can be only partially
measured by normreferenced scales. Workels can demonstrate competency in sell-esteem skills by:
n
demonstrating a willingness to take risks;
n
leading and taking responsibility;
n
functioning in an ambiguous and flexible environment; and
n
following thmugh on tasks.
L)EVELOPMENTAI. SKILLS:

MOTIWION ANI) GOAI.SFTI’ING

Motivation at work involves ability to translate work into an instrument
for the development of the self and the realization of potential. Goal setting
is the ability to set performance targets that are consistent with goals for
personal development. Motivation and goal setting are inextricably intertwined. Motivation inspires goal setting and goal setting clarifies and
connects us to our deepest motivations.

~yAleMotivationandGoalSeitinglrnyrortantintneIYewEconomy?Thevelocity

of change is accelerating at work. Flexible organizations and technologies
aregivingworken moreautonomyand increasingthe intensityofinteraction
among co-workers and between employees and customers. These changes
require that employees become personally and actively engagedon the job.
In addition, as the locus of responsibility for overall performance resides
more with the individual, employees must assume responsibility for motivating themselves and setting goals.

Whatis the Cuwhxdum?The curriculum for teaching motivation and goal
setting begins with individual self-assessment and ends with application in
the work group. The usual sequence of learning in the curriculum is as
f0110ws:
n
develop an awareness of personal motivations and cognizance of appmpriate goals;
= structure a hierarchy of goals (integrating short-and long-term goals as
well as job-related and personal goals);
m define strategic steps to reach goals;
n
measure progress;
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m negotiate goals with other;
l
identify resources for setting goals; and
n
revise goals in light of new information and experience
WConstihrtesC@en~flCompetency
in motivation and goal setting is
not demonstrated at a single point in time. Rather, it is reflected in a person’s
ability over time to:
n
envision, set, and meet defined objectives;
n
be motivated by perjonal goals rather than goals set by others;
l
set realistic goals and understand obstacles; and
l
find the resources to overcome obstacles.

DEVH.OPMF:NTALSKILIS:

PERSONAL AND CAREER

DmELomwwr

Personal and career development skills allow individuals to adapt to
changingwork requirements in a way that ensures employment security and
fulfills personal potential.

WhyAn?Pemnal andCareerDem?kpment
Skilk ImpoHantin the NewEcomnny?

New requirements for competitive, organizational, and technical flexibility
haverrducedjobstability.Employeesshouldexpecttohavetochangeasjob
requirements change. Lifetime employment in the samejob or even with the
sameemployerisnolongerarealisticexpectation. Asaresult,self-conscious
personal and cxeer devrlopment is central to employment security as well
as individual development and career success.

WlmtisUmCuniculum?The sequence of learning goals in personal and career
development usually begins with a grounding in self-assessment and
concludes with the development of a career strategy:
1 develop skills useful for finding a job, including self-assessment, reality
testing, goal development, and job search competencies such as resume
writing;
n
develop maturity skills for cweer development, such as integrative skills
(reconciling self-assessment with work assignments) and self-development skills (marketing oneself and using workplace resources for personal czeer development); and
n
develop a career and personal development plan including a hierarchy of
short-and long-term goals.

~ConstihrtesC~~ency?ultimatrly,competencyincareerdevelopment
is demonstrated by one’s &ility to take personal responsibility for career
progxss. The ability to control and direct our own career progress requires
other competencies as well, including such skills as resume writing and
interviewing. A variety of instruments are avail&le to test more generic
career skills. One such instrument is the Career Mastery Inventory.
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skills to align their own efforts and goals with those of the organization and
thereby minimize friction and wasted effort.
Whatist/mCmricu/um?Cuniculum
in organizational effectiveness teaches an
appreciation of institutional cultures, explores organizational limits and
opporturotles, and act&y includes the trainee as a member and owner of
the organization. Specifically, the curriculum should:
l
provide the employee with an understanding of what organizations are,
why they exist, and how one can navigate in the complex social waterSof
varying types of organizational structures;
n
expose the employee to the organizational structure of his or her employer
and industry network4iscussing goals, values, culture, and traditional
modes of operation; and
n
train the employee in interpersonal, group effectiveness, and communication skills.

WlratConrtiMesC@~cflCompetencyinorganizationalskills
includes:
a demonstrated awareness of organizational tves and of skills and
behaviors that encourage alignment between the organization and employees;
n
a demonstrated awareness of the implicit and explicit structures in the
employee’s own organization and industry network; and
n
knowledge of relevant skills, including communications, personal management, and group effectiveness. Mastery is best measured by performance-oriented, competency-based instruments. More generic
instruments such as the Career Mastery Inventory can be useful for initial
assessmentsand to chart progress. Assessments of co-workem, customes, and superiors are also useful.
l

lNFI.l:ENCIN(; SKILLS: LE:I)ERSHIP
Leadershipskillsatworkinvolve influencingothentoserve thestrategic
purpose of an organization or the developmental needs of an individual.
WIT is lee&ship /mpatanf in the NewEconomy?The pace of change and
competitive standards in the new economy require workers to assume
leadenhip roles beyond their own formal assignments. Moreover, the new
economic environment requires fluidity in leadership roles; every person at
every level of an organization may need to assume a leadership role at one
time or another, depending on the requirements of the task at hand. In
addition, the growing utilization of more flexible technologies and organizational networks is creating more fluid work processes that demand spontaneous leadership.
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W7mfis tie Cmricu/um?Cuniculumin leadenhip begins with awareness of
leadership styles and functions and then proceeds to the drvelopment of
leadership skills and behaviors. A typical curriculum helps trainees to:
m develop an awareness of leadership approaches;
developleadenhip skills, such as pe:rsonalmanagement,gmup effectiven
ness, adaptability, and influencing skills; and
develop leadership behaviors, such as developing and communicating a
n
vision, developing commitment, inspiring effort, and modelingappropriate behaviors (e.g., taking risks, being consistent, being trustworthy,
showing respect for others, and tolerating ambiguity).
IVhatf&nMtMesC~cflAt
its most elementary level, leadership is the
demonstrated ability to influence others to act. Competency measures are
limited and subjective:
demonstrated awarenessofleadership theories and associated skills and
n
n
subjective assessment by peers, customen, and superiors.

